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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate variables/criteria available for the 
admissions process and identify which prove to be the strongest predictors of academic 
and clinical success in the University of North Dakota Professional Physical Therapy 
Program. It is also intended to review the cun·ent admission processes being utilized and 
look for new indicators of success that may be beneficial to this curriculum. 
The subjects utilized in this study are physical therapy students ( excluding the 
Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education enrolled students) admitted from the 
years of 1991 - 1995. Data were first extracted from student files by authorized UND-PT 
faculty and staff, then recorded on a standardized data form and finally analyzed using 
traditional descriptive and analytical statistical procedures. The resulting data were 
utilized to describe applicants' educational outcomes and relationships between variables. 
The best predictors of academic success in the UND-PT program relative to a 
specific outcome measure were determined. Two outcome measures were used to 
describe academic success: (1) junior level professional coursework grades, (2) 
professional fall year 3 GP A and one outcome measure was used to describe clinical 
success: (1) PT 552: Clinical Practice II Grade. Statistical significance for prediction was 
found for many of the independent variables tested. Only the top 8 prediction variables 
relative to adjusted r values were chosen to be reported. The predictive ability of the 
variables although significant, proved to be poor with the adjusted r values ranging from 
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.1 07 - .264. The poor predictive ability of these variables most probably is a result oflack 
of variability between physical therapy students relative to admission profiles and 
professional program performance. 
Based on the statistical results some recommendations for future UND-PT 
selections could be made. For example, one variable not currently used in the UND-PT 
selections process, Communications 161, proved to be a significant predictor when used in 
conjunction with Anatomy 204 or number of times applied. Secondary to its noted 
significance, it is recommended that UND-PT consider it as a selection tool. The use of 




The University of North Dakota physical therapy (UND-PT) program was first 
developed in 1967 and accredited by the American Medical Association (AMA) and the 
American Physical Therapy Association (APT A) in 1970. From this time, UND-PT has 
graduated entry level physical therapists with Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy 
(B.S.P.T.) degrees. In 1991 a change OCCUlTed in the professional curriculum which 
included an extended five year curriculum and ultimately a Master of Physical Therapy 
(M.P.T.) degree (for professional curriculum details see Appendix A). The graduating 
class of 1994, admitted in 1991 , was the first to utilize and graduate under this new 
curriculum. The number of students accepted into the UND-PT program each year is 
currently 48. Of this total,14 students are admitted through the Western Interstate 
Commission of Higher Education (WICHE) certification process and the remaining 34 are 
admitted directly tlu'ough the traditional UND-PT admissions process. 
The UND-PT admission process has gone through some changes in the past years to 
accommodate for the increasing number of qualified applicants. These changes have been 
guided by suggestions of faculty and committee members, literature reviews and also the 
expertise, knowledge and experience of the UND-PT faculty. Ultimately, the changes have 
been tailored to fit the needs and interests ofUND-PT. Prior to application into the 
professional physical therapy program at UND it is required that a student complete all 
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pre-Physical Therapy curriculum coursework (see Appendix A for curriculum details). 
This program is specifically designed to give students a broad knowledge base and solid 
foundation in the sciences and communication studies, all of which are essential in 
preparation, understanding, and advancement of physical therapy professional coursework. 
Once the required prerequisites are completed or near completion the next step is a formal 
application to the program. 
Admission Requirements 
Admission into the UND-PT program is highly competitive considering the large 
applicant pool and number of well-qualified applicants. Each applicant is required to fill 
out an application form including their past achievements, extracurricular activities, 
physical therapy work/volunteer experience, along with additional personal information 
(see Appendix B for application form). Students are required to include three letters of 
recommendation and a certified copy of college transcripts along with the application 
form. In addition, each applicant is required to complete a UND-PT selections interview. 
Overall, admission is based on weighted portions of specific criteria as follows: science 
grade point average (GP A) 80%, interview score 15%, and reference letters 5%. These 
listed criteria are consistently used in the admission years included in this study. 
Science GPA is the primary determinant of acceptance into the UND-PT program. 
It is a composite of the following pre-Physical Therapy courses: Anatomy 204 (3 semester 
credits), Physiology 301 (4 semester credits), Physics 101 and 102 (8 semester credits), 
Chemistry 105 and 106 (8 semester credits), Biology 101 and 102 (8 semester credits), 
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and Psychology 101 and 251 (7 semester credits). Each student's cumulative science GPA 
is reported on a 4.0 grading scale and ordinally ranked for acceptance considerations. 
The three required reference letters are actually preformatted evaluation forms 
compiled by the UND-PT faculty and staff (see Appendix C for details). UND-PT highly 
recommends that at least one of the three reference letters come from a licensed physical 
therapist. Included in each evaluation are ten questions and corresponding responses in the 
form of a rating scale, allowing for objective rating of an applicant on a scale of 1 - 9. An 
optional comment section is the final component of the form. These particular forms are 
used by UND-PT in an attempt to make the letters more objective and also provide for the 
option of ranking the applicants according to the numerical responses. 
Selections interviews are carried out at UND and involve UND-PT faculty, 
physical therapy clinicians from surrounding communities and volunteer junior and senior 
level physical therapy students. These individuals are strategically divided into about six 
to eight interview committees. Each committee is required to include one or more of the 
following members to comprise a diversified team: UND-PT faculty member, a licensed 
and practicing physical therapist, and a current physical therapy student. A twenty to 
thirty-minute interview is conducted with each individual applicant by one of the 
interviewing teams. A standard rating form and several core questions are utilized to 
allow all the applicants equal opportunity responses and provide more objectivity with an 
applicant rating scale. Prior to beginning the interviews, each team is instructed by a 
faculty member on the use and completion of the interview rating form and content of the 
interview questions. 
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UND-PT's student applicant interview rating form covers seven categories 
including: 1. motivation; 2. professional knowledge, expectations, preparedness; 
3. experience; 4. maturity; 5. interests; 6. communication skills; 7. poise, appearance. 
Each category is divided into a nine-point rating scale with accompanying directives for 
rating determination. For example, in the professional knowledge category a rating of"1" 
would indicate the applicant has no understanding of the profession and a rating of"9" 
would indicate actual exposure to physical therapy and the capability of discussing 
physical therapy experiences with depth and meaning. The category scores are then totaled 
and each applicant receives a final score from each interviewer. These scores are then 
averaged to determine the applicant's final interview score. 
After completion of the interviews the final scores are entered into the Quattro Pro 
data system for statistical analysis. I Ordinal rankings of the applicants are developed 
according to science GPA, interview rating scores, reference letter scores and composite 
scores using the SPSS system.2 These rankings are then reviewed by the entire admissions 
committee to aid in determination of applicant selections. The primary ranking for 
determination of admission is a student's composite score (SGP A (80%), interview score 
(15%), and references (5%)). 
The UND-PT program would like to identify variables currently available for 
study, as noted in the literature and frequently used in the selection of students by other 
physical therapy programs, that can significantly predict academic and clinical success. 
Academic success in the UND-PT program is defined by completion of all program 
coursework with a grade of 'C' or higher, and fulfillment of licensure examination 
criterion. Furthermore, clinical success is defined by completion of PT 482 undergraduate 
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Clinical Practice and PT 552 graduate Clinical Practice with a grade of ' C' or higher. 
Additional successes are determined by timely graduation and passing of the professional 
licensure examination (PES). The predictor variables that will be studied include the 
following: preprofessional course grades (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Anatomy, 
Physiology, Communications); preprofessional cumulative GPA; preprofessional original 
and replacement science GP A. Several professional Physical Therapy program core 
courses will be utilized as outcomes (dependent variables) to measure academic success. 
These include PT 322: Anatomy, PT 423: Neuroscience, and PT 412: Muscle Function. 
Professional Fall Year 3 GP A is another outcome variable which also will be used as a 
measure of academic success. Clinical success will be measured with the outcome 
variables of undergraduate and graduate clinical competency grades (PT 482: Clinical 
Practice I and PT 552: Clinical Practice II). It is hoped that the predictor variables 
individually or in any combination will have a positive con-elation and prove to be 
predictors of success in the UND-PT program. 
Problem Statement 
The increasing number of qualified applicants is far exceeding the number of 
positions cun-ently available in the UND-PT program. As a result of the increasing number 
of applicants, the admissions committee is challenged with the opportunity and 
responsibility to be selective in order to ensure that the students with the highest potential 
and best qualifications are selected. Specific variables that predict academic success in 
the UND-PT program have been assumed, but not yet statistically researched since the 
1970s. 
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Purpose of Study 
This study statistically analyzes select physical therapy student academic and 
nonacademic data collected retrospectively. The purpose ofthis study is to evaluate select 
variables/criteria available for the admissions process and identify which prove to be the 
strongest predictors of academic and clinical success in the UND-PT program. It is also 
intended to review the current admission processes being utilized at UND-PT and look for 
new indicators of success that may be beneficial to this curriculum for student selection 
purposes. 
Significance of Study 
The identification and knowledge of valid and viable predictors of academic 
success are of interest to UND-PT as well as many other physical therapy educators. The 
intent of this project is to statistically identify the strongest predictors of academic and 
clinical success in the UND-PT program. Identification of the variables which 
significantly predict academic and clinical success will greatly benefit the UND-PT faculty 
and admissions committee, giving them the knowledge of student potentials and assisting 
with decision making in the selections process. The committee can then objectively select 
those students who will be most likely to succeed in the UND-PT program and the field of 
physical therapy. Predictors that can be collected prior to admission will be of great 
practical use. Ultimately, the physical therapy profession will share the benefit of the 
knowledge and awareness of significant predictor variables, acquiring the most successful, 
caring physical therapists suited specifically to the field of physical therapy. 
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Research Questions 
1. Do preprofessional academic achievements predict professional academic or 
clinical success in the UND-PT program? 
2. Do current admission variables utilized for student selection by the UND-PT 
selections committee predict professional academic or clinical success? 
3. Does each individual subject profile have an effect on academic or clinical 
success in the UND-PT program? 
4. What combination of academic and/or nonacademic variables best predicts 
academic or clinical success in the UND-PT program? 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
At present, gaining admission into physical therapy programs throughout the nation 
is an extremely competitive and selective process. 3,4 Due to the high numbers of qualified 
applicants relative to the limited number of available student positions, admissions 
committees are faced with the dilemma of selecting those students whom will have the 
most potential to succeed academically as well as professionally in the field of Physical 
Therapy. Admissions committees like to focus their attention on predicting success of 
physical therapy students before they are admitted into a professional program. This aids 
them in identifying and selecting those students who have the greatest potential to succeed 
in a stringent physical therapy curriculum.3 
Generally, the intent of any physical therapy admissions process is to select 
students who potentially will: successfully complete both the academic and clinical 
portions of the professional physical therapy curriculum; possess basic knowledge of 
ethical values; possess the ability to develop good interpersonal relationships with other 
professionals and patients; show interest in continuing education and research; be 
successful in the clinic; and contribute in many ways to the profession.5 Obviously there 
are many criteria to be considered in the selection and admission of physical therapy 
students and every physical therapy school possesses its own unique way of selecting the 
most successful candidates for their curriculum. One particular study of physical therapy 
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programs admission criteria revealed that in six countries, including the United States, the 
primary selection tool used was that of a students academic standing.5 Other universally 
applied tools were applicant interviews, reference letters, physical therapy work 
experience, and participation in extra-curricular activities. Several other researchers 
agree that the traditional consensus of admissions committees is to base selections 
primarily on academic information such as pre-professional GP A (overall and science), 
specific key course grades, and standardized test scores.4, 6 -12 
In addition to the utilization of academic criteria, admissions committees also 
consider nonacademic skills to be of importance in the admissions process. These skills, 
such as communication and interpersonal skills can be made known through the use of 
interview scores and reference letters, both of which are commonly used criteria. 13, 14 
These nonacademic criteria will be discussed later in detail. 
Both academic and nonacademic admissions criteria can provide integral 
information about an applicant. The assumption is that both of these criteria aid in the 
actual prediction of academic success and are commonly used. 8, 13 However, according to 
the literature, the more academic or cognitive criteria appear to be the strongest predictors 
of success.6, 8, II, 15 -17 Biographical data (e.g. age, sex, race, residence, etc.) has also been 
studied by researchers for its effectiveness in the prediction of academic achievement. 
Biographics have been shown to be insignificant in predicting any academic success in 
allied health professions and have been said to have too much SUbjectivity for 
consideration in prediction. 8, 18 
Ultimately, the selection of highly qualified applicants to physical therapy school 
should include both academic and nonacademic criteria in order to achieve a well-rounded 
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impression of each individual. These criteria for selection are always open to public and 
internal criticism.4, 6 -12, 17 Because of the high possibility of criticism concerning these 
means of student selection, admissions committees must strive to maintain a strong 
component of objectivity with the selection process. 
Academic Predictors 
Overall academic success seems to be considered the number one priority in the 
selection of physical therapy students. The specific academic criteria used in selection of 
students and prediction of success in physical therapy schools are grade point average 
(GPA), including both preprofessional cumulative and science GPA, certain key course 
grades (i.e. physics, chemistry, anatomy and physiology) and standardized test scores (i.e. 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), Graduate Record Examination (GRE), Allied Health 
Professions Admissions Test (AHPAT)).4, 6 - 12 
Preprofessional GPA is a good indicator of a student's cognitive abilities while it 
traditionally has been and continues to be the primary consideration for admission to 
physical therapy school. 8 Maintenance of a relatively high GP A is what one needs to 
succeed in physical therapy school. Researchers have found that academic achievements 
of the past are a significant predictor of future achievement, 19 - 21 which leads us to believe 
that if a student has a past history of a high GP A then we might expect their future 
coursework to reflect the same high average. This finding helps to support that 
preprofessional GP A is indeed a strong predictor of professional academic performance. 
It is a representation of "the same sort of behavior one is trying to forecast." 8(p55) Several 
research studies have shown a significant positive correlation between preprofessional 
GP A and academic achievement in professional physical therapy education and also other 
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allied health professions.7, 12, 13, 17,22 Utilization of GPA as a selection criteria in physical 
therapy education then is justified and well supported by research, making it acceptable 
for use. 
It needs to be pointed out that despite the positive success of GP A as an academic 
predictor, we must be aware that it does possess a few flaws or limitations. The first is 
the narrow window of applicant grades.6, 13 Because a majority of physical therapy 
applicants have earned an honorable GP A, there remains little variation in individual 
performances and acceptance is then based on differences in only "tenths ofpoints.,,13(p213) 
A second limitation is the GP A variation between academic institutions. 13 Each course 
curricula and instructors' teaching preference differ from school to school, ultimately 
affecting the resulting GP A. The third and final limitation is the level of institution (2-year 
versus 4-year) which a student has attended. 13 A recent occupational therapy research 
study showed that candidates accepted directly from a 2-year college had a tendency to 
perform less well in professional coursework of human anatomy and physiology than those 
candidates accepted directly from a 4-year college.23 The researcher stated that this 
finding although significant must be interpreted with care and should not be 
over-emphasized.23 Admissions committees must be aware of the possibilities of these 
limitations, taking them into consideration with admissions decisions. Also it is important 
to remember and understand that an applicant's GP A by itself is by no means a fair 
measurement of overall abilities of a student.6 Which in turn is why admissions decisions 
are not solely based on academics alone, but also incorporate nonacademic criteria, 
allowing for a better representation of the applicant - not just his/her cognitive ability. 
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As previously stated, GP A has been widely accepted in physical therapy education 
as a significant predictor of an applicant's success in academic coursework. However, it 
has not yet been proven to predict an applicant's success in clinical performance through 
internship work and professional work as evidenced by minimal supporting data and low 
statistical correlations to clinical performance. 12, 15, 16,24, Successful clinical performance 
is an integral part of physical therapy education in today's world. It has been stated by 
Balogun 12(p238) that the application of "clinical skill is the backbone of physical therapy 
practice." So it is important that a predictor of clinical competence continue to be pursued 
so a significant prediction can be applied. 
Nonacademic Predictors 
Noncognitive/nonacademic attributes of an applicant are believed to play an 
important role in the admissions process.6, 13,24,25,26 Providing the opportunity to reveal a 
lot about each individual applicant as a person, these attributes are recognized as playing a 
critical role in the selection of caring and suitable physical therapists. Currently, only two 
ways of objectively evaluating nonacademic characteristics are used by physical therapy 
schools, They include the admissions interview and letters of reference or 
recommendation, both of which are designed to objectively evaluate personal traits. 13 
The admissions interview is designed to evaluate an applicant's communication 
and interpersonal skills, noncognitive abilities, and problem solving abilities.8, 9,12 Despite 
the fact that an interview is widely used and accepted as an evaluation tool, there has been 
the question of its objectivity and reliability. Criticism has evolved due to the possibility 
of interviewer bias and the actual subjectivity of the interview.6,24,26 A bias can also be 
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presented by the interviewee themselves.6 They want to make a great first impression and 
present their best social behavior, possibly portraying something they are not. 
In order to avoid the criticism and subjectivity of interviews, committees have 
made suggestions of restructuring parts of the actual interview process hoping to make it 
more objective and eliminate any biases. A more structured interview was specifically 
suggested by researchers which would include predetermined questions and criteria to be 
covered.6 This would allow for each candidate to have an equal opportunity to express 
their knowledge and personal characteristics. Rating of the applicants should be carried 
out on a specific point system based on the predetermined criteria which could be 
converted into a measurable format. The students could then be ranked accordingly. A 
final suggestion was that the interviewers receive instruction of the rating system in order 
to increase its reliability.27 These changes have been taken into action and are now 
being used by physical therapy schools, making interviews more objective and more 
widely accepted as a reliable tool. 
No correlation has yet to be found between interview ratings and student academic 
achievement. 8, 12, 13, 16,24,25 Even though interview scores are not direct predictors of 
academic achievement they are impOliant in the selection process and aid in prediction of 
clinical performance. Past studies in allied health professions have shown that interviews 
are predictive of a students clinical performance.9, 12, 17,24 Studies by Balogunl2 and 
Hayes24 found a significant positive correlation between applicants' interview scores and 
clinical success. The specific nonacademic characteristics evaluated in an interview are 
considered an impOliant part in the selection process.24, 25 Their primary intent is 
identification of a mature and motivated individual likely to succeed. 
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Most of the interviews conducted today possess a greater objective approach, 
making them acceptable indicators of student clinical performance.25 Conducting an 
objective group interview gives the interviewers an 0ppOliunity to observe an applicants 
behaviors with conditions simulating those of a daily physical therapy/health care setting.26 
The applicants' interactions with group members can indicate their ability to: problem 
solve, present ideas clearly, communicate both verbally and nonverbally, listen attentively, 
and respond appropriately as indicated by each situation that may arise. All of these 
characteristics are essential for interactions with patients as well as other health care 
professionals. Predictions of outcomes and student successes have been said by 
researchers to be actually enhanced by the use of personality or noncognitive variables/ 
further justifying the use of interview scores. 
Letters of recommendation, like applicant interviews are also designed to evaluate 
nonacademic traits of an applicant. However, since the enactment of the Family Education 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, all students em-oIled in any institution of higher education 
have "the right to inspect and review any and all official records, files and data directly 
related to them.,,6(pI3) With this law in effect, the confidentiality of the letter writer is no 
longer insured. Secondary to this loss of confidentiality, some writers may choose to write 
no letter at all rather than writing a negative one containing negative opinions about an 
applicant, knowing that the applicant has the right to read it if he or she chooses. This loss 
of confidentiality issue, secondary to the Educational Rights and Privacy Act has led to 
letters of recommendation losing their credibilityY Despite the decrease in credibility, 
recommendation letters continue to be used with a slight change in format. Shortly after the 
enactment of the Educational Rights and Privacy Act it was recommended that a formatted 
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letter of evaluation be developed and used for recommendation purposes.6 This early 
recommendation became widely used in order to increase the objectivity and credibility of 
letters of recommendation. Today preformatted letters of evaluation are commonly used by 
individual schools to fit their needs. 
UND-PT has developed an admission process to identify applicants who will be 
most likely to succeed both academically and clinically in the professional program. Both 
academic and nonacademic criteria are considered important components of student 
selection at UND, but the academic standing is weighted heavier than the nonacademic 
criteria in the final selection and admission of students. This weighting strategy is 
consistent with the literature. As stated earlier, one of the most highly utilized selection 
tools in PT schools all over the world is a students academic standing, or preprofessional 
GP A. This particular variable has been shown to have a positive con-elation with and be 
the most significant predictor of academic achievement in professional physical therapy 
education, supporting its high utilization in PT schools.17 
Standardized testing is required by some PT schools and used as an academic 
selection tool, however, this is a rare occun-ence. The most commonly used tests by 
physical therapy schools are the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), the Graduate Record 
Examination (GRE), the American Collegiate Test (ACT), and the Allied Health 
Professions Admissions Test (AHPA T).13 These tests have been shown in the literature to 
have very minimal to no correlation with student success. GP A is considered a far better 
predictor of success than any of the above mentioned standardized testing.24 UND does not 
cun-ently include standardized test scores in their selections process because of its low 
con-elation. 
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The literature stresses that objectivity is very impOliant in the admissions process. 
UND-PT has worked to make the admissions process more objective when evaluating a 
student's nonacademic characteristics, as the literature suggests. They have done this 
through the use of a more structured interview and also the use of a formatted letter of 
recommendation, both of which are described in the introduction. 
It seems as if all ofUND-PT's admission policies and strategies are consistent 
with and supported by the literature. The current admission criteria and selection tools in 
use at UND-PT seem to be working well to meet the needs of the program at this time. 
Despite the apparent success of enrolled physical therapy students, the admissions 
committee must continue to select the best applicants with the highest potential to succeed. 
In doing this they must continue to make constructive changes and refinements to the 
selection process according to literature/research recommendations so they may achieve 
the best possible student academic and clinical outcomes. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Included in the methodology for this study are the subjects, the data collection form 
and all collected data, data analysis, and reporting of the results. Data for this research 
project was collected confidentially by select UND-PT faculty and staff and recorded on a 
standardized data form. All of the collected data was analyzed using traditional 
descriptive and analytical statistics. This research study and method of data collection met 
the criteria for expedited review established by the Institutional Review Board of the 
University of North Dakota. The Institutional Review Board's approval for this study can 
be found in Appendix D. 
The Subjects 
This study was geared towards physical therapy students who attended and 
graduated from the University of North Dakota's Master of Physical Therapy program. A 
retrospective study was can-ied out for physical therapy students (excluding the Western 
Interstate Commission of Higher Education (WICHE) enrolled students) admitted from the 
years of 1991-1995 with subsequent graduation years of 1994-1998 respectively. 
Instrumentation 
Data to be collected were determined by a literature review and discussion with 
the UND-PT program's faculty members. The records maintained by the UND department 
of physical therapy were the primary source of data for this study. Initially, data were 
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extracted from these files by authorized UND-PT faculty and staff members and 
subsequently recorded on a standardized form ( Appendix E ) designed by UND-PT faculty 
members. The form includes both academic and nonacademic information from each 
student's preprofessional and professional UND-PT academic careers. Any student 
information analyzed by myself and other student researchers was in a coded form to 
ensure confidentiality. 
Data Analysis 
Data collected and recorded on the standardized data sheet were entered into a 
computer by a staff employee in the UND-PT department. Statistical data were then 
analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software program.2 
Traditional descriptive and analytical statistical procedures including One Way Analysis 
of Variance (ANOVA) and stepwise regression, forward model were used to describe 
applicants' educational outcomes and relationships between variables. The stepwise 
regression procedure used in this study selects independent variables in the order of their 
relative strengths in predicting the dependent variable.2 Scheffe's post-hoc analysis was 
reported in all cases because it was most conservative. An alpha level of .05 was used for 
all tests to determine significance. 
Reporting of Results 
The results of this independent study will be made available to faculty, staff and 
students ofUND-PT as well as the public. The results will be used in making 
administrative decisions in the UND-PT program. Results will also be utilized for future 
accreditation reports for the physical therapy program. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Statistical analysis for this study is comprised of both descriptive and analytical 
statistics. The first portion ofthis chapter will discuss descriptive statistics such as 
subject profile, admission scoring, preprofessional academic coursework grades, and 
professional academic and clinical performances. The second portion will discuss the 
analytical statistics utilized to investigate the predictive value of multiple admission 
variables relative to academic and clinical success in the UND-PT program. 
Subjects 
Personal characteristics were investigated in this section to identify the population 
under study. Included were age, state of residency, and schools attended for 
preprofessional coursework. Of 144 students represented in this study, by far a maj ority 
(76%) were from North Dakota. See Table 1 for an overall representation of students. 
Through one-way ANOVA, no significant difference (F = .287, P = .886) was 
found in student age between years of admission, thus the age profile is reported for the 
aggregate. Of 143 students, a mean of 22.78 years of age was obtained with a standard 
deviation (SD) of 4.13, and a range of 19 years to 41 years. Estimated age was determined 
by subtracting applicants' birth year from admit year. 
Because students are not required to complete their preprofessional coursework at 
UND, attendance at a variety of schools is evidenced. Overall, the majority of 
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Table 1. State of Residency 
Number Percent 
North Dakota 110 76 
Minnesota 26 18 
Other 8 6 
TOTAL 144 100 
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preprofessional requisite coursework was completed at UND. The course most often 
completed at UND was Physiology 301 (88%) and the course least taken at UND was 
Psychology 101 (73%). Coursework completed within the North Dakota University 
System (NDUS) followed with 8-17%. Three to eleven percent of all remaining 
preprofessional courses were completed outside of the UND and NDUS. (Table 2) 
Preadmission Student Performances 
Preprofessional academic courses are presented in Table 3 with means, SD, and 
ranges identified for all students (n=144). Three courses (Chemistry 105, Physics 101, and 
Psychology 251) demonstrated a significant difference in mean grades between years under 
ANOV A. However, this significance was not maintained under Scheffe's post hoc 
analysis. Thus all cases are reported in aggregate. 
Preprofessional general requirements are presented in Table 4 with means, SD, and 
ranges identified for all students (n=144). Two variables (interview score and pre-PT 
hours worked) demonstrated a significant difference between years under ANOVA. 
However, this significance was not maintained for pre-PT hours worked under Scheffe's 
post hoc analysis. Consequently, all cases are reported in aggregate. 
To determine if the extreme range and kurtosis of minimal to maximal pre-PT hours 
worked affected the overall significance, the researchers further analyzed the data by 
breaking it up into three different categories. The first method, which proved to be the best 
representation of the data, included all cases from .00 - 6520.00 hours excluding an outlier 
of 13,160 hours. The second method was performed by selecting cases with less than 500 
hours and proved to be nonsignificant. The final method was performed by selecting cases 
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Table 2. Profile of Subjects by Schools Attended for Preprofessional Academic 
Coursework. 
Total UND NDUSt Other* 
n n % n % n % 
Biology 101 144 108 75 20 14 16 11 
Biology 102 144 11 7 81 16 11 II 8 
Chemistry 105 144 108 75 25 17 11 8 
Chemistry 106 144 116 81 18 13 10 7 
Physics 101 144 124 86 12 8 8 6 
Physics 102 144 124 86 13 9 7 5 
Anatomy 204 144 123 85 13 9 8 6 
Physiology 301 144 127 88 12 8 5 3 
Psychology 101 144 105 73 20 14 19 13 
Psychology 251 144 125 87 11 8 8 6 
Communications 161 144 108 75 21 15 IS 10 
tNDUS (NOlih Dakota University System) includes Minot State University, Dickinson 
State University, Bismarck State University, North Dakota State University, Williston State 
College, Mayville State University, University of North Dakota - Lake Region, North 
Dakota State University - Bottineau, and Valley City State University. The University of 
NOlih Dakota was not included within the NDUS for the purpose of this study in order to 
delineate school attendance. 
*Schools included in this category are from a variety of different states. 
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Table 3. Preprofessional Academic Coursework - Grade Point and ANOV A 
Significance Levels for Comparison of Grades Between Admission Years 1991-1995. 
ANOVA 
n Mean SD Rangea Resultsb 
F p 
Biology 101 143 3.75 .48 2.00 -4.00 1.02 .399 
Biology 102 142 3.54 .55 2.00 -4.00 1.25 .294 
Chemistry 105 142 3.70 .55 2.00 - 4.00 2.45 .049 
Chemistry 106 142 3.58 .57 2.00 -4.00 2.09 .085 
Physics 101 142 3.60 .56 2.00 - 4.00 2.85 .026 
Physics 102 142 3.76 .44 2.00 - 4.00 1.06 .381 
Anatomy 204 142 3.96 .20 3.00 - 4.00 .37 .831 
Physiology 301 142 3.85 .36 3.00 - 4.00 1.54 .195 
Psychology 101 142 3.87 .39 2.00 -4.00 .89 .474 
Psychology 251 142 3.94 .26 2.00 - 4.00 2.73 .032 
Communication 161 142 3.87 .21 3.00 - 4.00 1.57 .186 
aRange is based on a 4.00 grading scale (1 =D, 2=C, 3=B, 4=A) 
bThere was no significant difference found on a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
between years or if significance was found it was not maintained under Scheffe's post 
hoc analysis. Thus mean and standard deviation of all years is reported in aggregate. 
Table 4. Preprofessional General Criteria- Descriptive Statistics and ANOYA Results for Comparison Between Years 1991-1995 . 
ANOYA Scheffe's 
Year n Mean SD Rangea Results Post hoc 
Low High F P Analysis 
Admit SGPA* 142 3.74 .20 3.00 4.00 1.74 .145 NSD 
Interview Score 1991 25 56.45 3.23 1991 & 1995 
1992 28 55.50 3.65 1992 & 1995 
1993 22 57.24 3.38 1993 & 1995 
1994 33 54.73 4.56 1994 & 1995 
1995 35 51.52 4.44 
All Years 143 54.78 4.42 44.00 62.50 9.31 .000 
Reference Score 143 8.62 .29 7.66 79.00 0.93 .451 NSD 
Composite Score 142 92.98 3.61 83.97 99.62 2.33 .059 NSD 
Pre-PT hours 140 413.57 1248.90 .00 6520.00 2.53 .043 NSD 
Years Pre-PT 140 3.54 2.36 2.00 9.00 0.50 .739 NSD 
Pre-PT CGPA 140 3.76 .20 3.03 4.00 2.22 .070 NSD 
*Bolded items indicate current admission requirements. 
aRange reported for admit SGPA is based on a 4.00 grading scale where 1.00=0 and 4.00=A. Interview scoring scale is 7-63 . 
Reference scoring scale is 1-9. Composite score consists of 80% admit science GP A, 15% interview score, and 5% reference letter 
score. Pre-PT hours obtained through volunteer or work related experience require no minimum or maximum as defined by UNO 




with greater than 500 hours and again proved to be nonsignificant relative to differences 
between years. 
Professional Program Student Performances 
The professional academic courses chosen as outcome variables in this study (PT 
322: Anatomy, PT 423: Neuroscience, PT 412: Muscle Function) were selected based 
upon the fact that they are core courses within the curriculum and oftentimes are the most 
difficult for students to complete. The second outcome used to measure student academic 
success, professional fall year 3 GPA, was chosen as it is the students' final academic 
semester that integrates the core and capstone courses. Finally, PT 482: Clinical Practice I 
and PT 552: Clinical Practice II were chosen as outcomes for this study because they 
represent the student's clinical competence. 
Two professional academic coursework variables, PT 322 and professional fall 
year 3 GP A were found to be significantly different between years under one-way 
ANOV A. Under Scheffe, significance for PT 322 was found to be .043 between the years 
of 1991 (x GPA = 3.84) and 1994 ( x GPA = 3.33). However, significance for 
professional fall year 3 GPA was not maintained under Scheffe's post-hoc analysis. 
Course grades for PT: 482 Clinical Practice I and PT 552: Clinical Practice II are 
reported in place of individual affiliation competency ratings for each six or nine week 
affiliation. As there were no significant differences found in affiliation grades 
between PT 482 and PT 552 (related samples t (142) = .000, P > .05) only PT 552 
competency grade will be used to describe clinical success. (See Table 5) 
Out of 145 students admitted from 1991 - 1995, 140 graduated on time in May of 
their third year. One student required an additional three months to complete the program 
Table 5. Professional Physical Therapy Academic and Clinical Coursework - Grade Points and ANOV A Significance Levels for 
Comparison of Grades Between Admission Years 1991-1995. 
ANOVA Scheffe's 
Year n Mean SD Rangea Results Post hoc 
F p Analysis 
PT 322: Anatomy 1991 25 3.84 .47 1991 & 1994 
1992 28 3.57 .57 
1993 22 3.50 .67 
1994 33 3.33 .69 
1995 33 3.42 .56 
All Years 142 3.52 .62 2.00-4.00 2.84 .027 
PT 423: Neuroscience 141 3.70 .52 2.00-4.00 0.79 .534 NSD 
N 
0'1 
PT 412: Muscle Function 142 3.70 .46 3.00-4.00 0.50 .752 NSD 
Professional Fall Year 3 GP A 142 3.95 .10 3.53-4.00 2.94 .023 NSD 
PT 482: Clinical Practice I 142 3.92 .27 3.00-4.00 0.77 .549 NSD 
PT 552: Clinical Practice II 142 3.92 .27 3.00-4.00 0.53 .713 NSD 
a The range is based on a 4.00 grading scale. 
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in August of his/her third year. Two students required longer than three years to complete 
the program secondary to course retakes. Of these students, one completed the program in 
four years and one in five years. Secondary to different career choices, two other students 
withdrew from the program prior to completion. Out of 143 students who successfully 
graduated from the UND PT program, 142 passed the professional licensure examination 
(Professional Examination Service [PES]). 
Prediction Analysis 
Variables used for prediction in this study include: admission composite score 
(SGPA (80%), interview (15%), and references (5%)), preprofessional academic grades, 
hours worked (volunteered or paid), number of times applied to the program, years spent in 
pre-PT coursework, and number of courses repeated. 
Outcome variables utilized to describe academic success within the professional 
program include: select professional coursework grades (PT 322, PT 412, and PT 423) 
and professional fall year 3 GP A. Junior level professional coursework grades 
considered in aggregate (mean grade ofPT 322, 412, and 423) produced a stronger 
prediction equation than did any course used individually as an outcome measure. In lieu 
of this finding, junior year professional coursework grades will now be considered in 
aggregate as a "junior year academic mean" for the purpose of this study. Professional fall 
year 3 GP A was chosen as an outcome for this study as it is the student's last academic 
semester and one of the most important elements in the curriculum, combining both 
capstone and new material. 
Outcomes used to describe clinical success include: undergraduate (PT 482: 
Clinical Practice I) and graduate (PT 552: Clinical Practice II) clinical competency 
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grades. Because no significant difference was found between grades in these courses 
under a paired t-test, only PT 552 competency grade will be used to describe clinical 
success. 
Additional outcome measures of student success examined by this study include 
timeliness of graduation and successful completion of the PES as discussed previously in 
this chapter. Statistical analysis of these variables, beyond the previously reported 
descriptive findings, can not be perfOlmed due to the personal and confidential nature of 
this information. Specifically, the Professional Examination Service (PES) will not 
release an individual's score to anyone other than the student tested and the state licensure 
board. 
Variables for prediction were looked at individually and in conjunction with other 
measures using a stepwise regression model with forward solution. The best predictors, 
relative to an outcome measure, and the adjusted r are reported in Tables 6 through 9. 
Junior year academic mean prediction variables are Physics 102, Chemistry 106, and 
Biology 102. Predictors for professional fall year 3 GP A are Anatomy 204 and 
Communications 161. PT 552: Clinical Practice II grade prediction variables are number 
of times applied to the UND-PT program and Communications 161. The predictors for the 
overall mean of professional fall year 3 GPA, junior year academic mean and PI 552: 
Clinical Practice II grade are original SGP A and interview score. The ANOV A summary 
table and the coefficient for each regression model are also presented in Table 6 through 
table 9. 
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Table 6. Regression for Junior Year Academic Mean - Predictors of Physics 102, 
















20.632 140 .147 
28.647 143 
Coefficients 
U nstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 
B Std. Error Beta 
1.114 .345 .382 
.386 .075 .220 





















Sum of df Mean 
Squares Square 
.250 2 .125 
1.253 138 9.082E-03 
1.502 140 
Coefficients 
U nstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 
B Std. Error Beta 
3.098 .17l 
.143 .040 .280 








Table 8. Regression for PT552: Clinical Practice II Grade - Predictors of Number of 






















U nstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 
B Std. Error Beta 
3.652 .252 









Table 9. Regression for Junior Year Academic Mean, Fall Year 3 GPA, and PT 552: 







original SGP A 
interview score 
ANOVA 
Sum of df Mean 
Squares Square 
1.439 2 .719 
4.154 141 2.946E-02 
5.592 143 
Coefficients 
U nstandardized Standardized 
Coefficients Coefficients 
B Std. Error Beta 
1.568 .341 
.486 .072 .498 














DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This study utilized descriptive and analytical statistics in an attempt to find the best 
predictors of academic and clinical success for the UND-PT program. Following 
statistical analysis some of the currently used selection criteria as well as other criteria 
were determined to show predictability. It is hoped that the results of this study will be 
beneficial to the UND-PT admissions committee in selecting the students who have the 
greatest potential to succeed. 
Following the investigation of descriptive analysis on student profile to identify the 
population under study (n=144), it was determined that the majority of students were 
residents of North Dakota and range in age from19 years to 41 years. The high number of 
North Dakota residents is probably due to the fact that the University is a public institution 
and being consistent with expectations, serves North Dakota residents. UND is a state 
funded institution whose mission is to serve the residents of the state. UND-PT does not 
have a cut off for student age as evidenced by the wide range in years. All students 
regardless of state of residency, age, etc. are given equal opportunity in the admissions 
process. 
The descriptive statistics of this study indicate that the UND-PT students are 
performing at a very high academic level in both their preprofessional and professional 
coursework. For example, preprofessional academic coursework grades ranged between a 
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mean of3.54 ± .55 to 3.96 ± .20. The lowest grade for professional coursework is noted 
in Anatomy 322 with a mean of3 .33 ± .69. A very high GPA is noted in the outcome 
measure of professional fall year 3 GPA with a mean of3.95 ± .10. 
The descriptive results of this study revealed a significant difference between years 
in only one of the admission criteria as evidenced by Table 4 in chapter IV. There was a 
significant difference identified in interview scores between 1995 and all other admission 
years (1991-1994). A proposed explanation for this difference is that the interviews 
during this time period may have had differing structure and objectivity. In a conversation 
with Renee Mabey PhD, PT, selections chair and director of outcomes assessment, in 
November 1999 it was determined that in 1994 a new chair was appointed to the interview 
committee. Several changes were made to the interview process the following year (1995) 
in an attempt to rectify potential problems identified in the UND-PT admissions process. 
These changes were implemented in order to build structure and increase objectivity 
throughout the admissions process. The changes, strongly emphasized in 1995 may account 
for the significant difference noted in that one year. 
A significant difference between years was also found in PT 322, one of the 
outcome variables chosen for this study, as evidenced by Table 5 in chapter IV. 
Differences between the years of 1991 and 1994 could be due to a variety of factors such 
as curriculum or faculty changes, or even a new class of students. In a conversation with 
Sue leno, PhD, PT, and director of Anatomy at UND-PT (November 1999) there seemed to 
be no solid explanation for this apparent difference. Slight changes were implemented to 
the curriculum in 1991 in order to meet the requirements ofthe entry-level Master degree 
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program. No other changes such as faculty or curriculum changes were noted during these 
years. 
No other significant differences were noted between years with any of the 
remaining predictor variables or the outcome variables. This is probably due to the fact 
that the program is highly structured and the homogeneity between students is high resulting 
in small variability. This limited variability makes it more difficult to find statistical 
significance. 
The outcomes and predictor variables used to measure and predict success in the 
UND-PT program are described in chapter IV. Statistical analysis of prediction in this 
study revealed that the three preprofessional courses of Biology 102, Chemistry 106, and 
Physics 102 combined were the best predictors for the outcome of junior year academic 
mean. Approximately twenty six percent (26.4%) of the outcome can be explained by 
these three courses. Further analysis revealed that 15.4% of the variation in the fall year 3 
GPA can be explained by the combination of Anatomy 204 and Communications 161. For 
the clinical outcome ofPT 552, 10.7% of the variation could be explained by the 
combination variable of Communications 161 and number of times applied to the 
professional program. Finally, for the total mean outcome (Junior Year Academic Mean; 
Fall Year 3 GPA; PT 552) 24.7% of the variation could be explained by the combination 
variable of original SGP A and interview score. Replacement SGP A and interview score 
were also analyzed through a prediction equation for the total mean outcome and the results 
showed that 21 .7% of the variation could be explained by this variable. Thus, the original 
SGP A was revealed to be a stronger predictor than the replacement SGP A. Several other 
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regression equations were performed in addition to those mentioned above, but only the 
strongest predictors were chosen to be reported. 
All of the adjusted r2 results revealed poor predictability as evidenced by the low 
percentages mentioned above. This is most probably due to the lack of variability between 
students. For example Anatomy 204 grades (from admit years 1991-1995) had a mean of 
3.96 and a standard deviation of .20. The fall year 3 GPA mean was 3.95 with a standard 
deviation of .10. The high level of homogeneity in the group under study has resulted in 
low predictability of admission variables on selected outcome measures. 
Based on results of the regression equations some suggestions or recommendations 
for selections could be made. First of all, Communications 161 should be added to the 
selection criteria because it was proven through regression analysis to be a predictive 
variable for fall year 3 GPA and PT 552 and is not currently being utilized in the 
admission process. Number of times applied to the UND-PT program showed a negative 
correlation: the greater the number of times applied, the less well students performed in 
clinical affiliations. Number of times applied has not been chosen by UND-PT in the past. 
It is unknown whether this variable will be utilized in the future. However, in a current 
conversation with UND-PT faculty member Renee Mabey PhD, PT, selections chair, and 
director of outcomes assessment (November, 1999) she indicates it will probably not be 
used secondary to multiple reasons for reapplication. 
The admissions committee could just look at Biology 102, Chemistry 106, Physics 
102, Anatomy 204, Communications 161, and interview scores in making selection 
decisions since they appear to be the strongest predictors of student success. However, all 
the remaining courses currently looked at such as Biology 101, Chemistry 105, Physics 
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101, Physiology 301 and Psychology are fundamental building blocks either for the 
preprofessional courses or for professional courses and should not be overlooked. 
Ultimately, it would be a good idea to add Communications 161 as stated earlier, in 
addition keeping all the other variables currently used as selection criteria. 
All of the variables currently used for admission come into play in some way or 
another. For instance, the interview and reference score playa role in evaluating an 
applicants personality and nonacademic abilities. Course grades and SGP A are the 
variables used to evaluate a students academic or cognitive abilities. Currently, all the 
variables utilized as selection criteria are agreed upon by UND-PT faculty to be influential 
in student academic and clinical success. 
A review of the literature predicting success in education reveals great variability 
in the number and types of admission criteria used at different Physical Therapy schools.9, 
12,16, 17,22,28,29 In considering this fact, it is important that Physical Therapy schools review 
the literature on predictability and adapt their selections processes based on these 
recommendations and the needs oftheir individual programs. In fact, UND-PT 
implemented a change in the weighting of admission criteria in 1998 allowing for a greater 
influence of personality variables. Staff and admission committee members felt that 
personality factors (revealed through the interview process) were an important part of 
selections and should be given more consideration. As a result, the weighted portions of 
specific admission criteria at UND-PT were changed to the following: GPA 70%, 
interview score 2-5%, and reference letters 5%. These new criteria are currently being 
used as the standard selection criteria in the admissions process at UND-PT and are well 
accepted by all staff and committee members. 
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Some Physical Therapy schools use the Allied Health Professions Admission Test 
(AHP AT) as a standard selection criterion. Wiesseman30 found that AHP AT significantly 
correlated with academic success (p< .01 ). Another study found the mean AHPAT to be 
predictive of GPA ( r = .28, p< .01 ), however this predictive ability was said to be 
minimal. 17 Due to the inconsistent data in the literature regarding the AHP AT it is not 
recommended that UND-PT incorporate this test into their selections process. The test 
would not be cost efficient to add into the admissions process and also would be time 
consummg. 
Interview rating is consistently nonsignificant as a predictor of academic success in 
the literature.9, 10, 12, 14,17,28 Due to its insignificance and unsupported use, many physical 
therapy schools have opted to eliminate it from their selection criteria. In contrast to these 
findings, a 1988 study found interview rating to be a significant predictor of clinical 
performance with an r of .59 significant at the .01 level of confidence. 17 Different predictor 
variables were analyzed in each of these studies making comparison difficult. UND-PT 
currently utilizes interview scoring as an admission variable. The faculty believe that the 
noncognitive aspects revealed through the interview are an important part of the selections 
process. As stated earlier, the interview reveals an applicants ability to problem solve, 
present ideas clearly, and communicate with others. This is an overall representation of an 
applicants generic abilities for interaction in a clinical setting. It has been suggested that 
the predictive power of interview ratings could be improved by developing a more 
objective reliable scale of measurement. 17, 31 UND-PT has taken measures to refine their 
interview ratings and make the process more objective, further justifying the use in 
selections. 
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Once a student is accepted into a professional Physical Therapy program it is 
assumed that they will successfully fulfill the academic requirements. 10 Of the students in 
this study (n=145) who were selected for admission into the UND-PT program, 140 
successfully completed the program on time. According to UND-PT faculty (Tomas Mohr 
PhD, PT and Renee Mabey PT, oral communication, November 1999) both personal and 
academic issues were factored in to the lack of success in all five cases. Two of these 
five students chose to leave the program early to pursue different careers. Only three of the 
students in this study ( 2.07 % ) failed to graduate at the expected time, but they were 
ultimately successful in the program. This low percentage of untimely graduation indicates 
that the screening process at UND-PT cUlTently identifies successful students. 
In a study similar to this one, RoehriglO evaluated a professional Physical Therapy 
admissions process and revealed that 25 % of 100 students did not complete the program 
on time or without academic probation. RoehriglO concluded that this particular admission 
process falls short of perfect screening. The variables used for prediction and admission at 
this Physical Therapy school differ from those used at UND which could explain the 
differences present in student success rate between the two. Very few other studies 
published in the literature reveal whether or not students withdrew from Physical Therapy 
programs. The select few studies that do reveal numbers of withdrawals do not state the 
reason, therefore limiting the ability to determine whether failure to succeed was 
secondary to academic or personal variables. 
Educational Implications 
The educational implications of this study include support for the continued use of 
CUlTent admission criteria in predicting academic and clinical success in the UND-PT 
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program. Integration of Communications 161 as a new admission criteria is also supported 
by significant predictability in this study. 
Limitations of Study 
The small number of subjects en = 145) was a minor limitation in this study. This 
number represents only the population of North Dakota pool graduates. It does not 
represent the entire population of UND Physical Therapy students. This study needs to be 
repeated including the entire UND-PT student population of both WICHE students and the 
North Dakota pool. Ongoing research should be done on the topic of predicting academic 
and clinical success in the UND-PT program. There are other measures yet to be found in 
determining the best predictors of academic and clinical success at the UND-PT. 
Conclusions 
This study utilizes descriptive and analytical statistics to study students admitted 
into the UND-PT program from the years of 1991 - 1995. This study is the second to 
analyze data for prediction of academic and clinical success in the UND-PT department. It 
is the first however to analyze Physical Therapy prediction variables at the Master degree 
level. The previous study was done in the 1970s before the transition from a Bachelors to 
Master degree in 1991. 
The predictors determined in this study will provide UND-PT faculty with 
implications for changes in the admissions process. In addition, the results will aid UND-
PT faculty in providing guidance to applicants. Continual assessment of the admissions 
process and outcomes at UND-PT are important to ensure student success. 
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In summary, students from UND-PT are timely graduates who are successful both 
academically and clinically. Only 2.07 % of the students in this study failed to graduate on 
time secondary to personal and academic reasons while 1.38% failed to graduate at all 
secondary to personal reasons. Those students who remained in the program and repeated 
necessary courses excelled and succeeded. 
The profession of Physical Therapy has continued to evolve over the years of its 
existence. Ongoing changes are occUlTing presently and will continue to occur in the 
future. Individual Physical Therapy schools must adapt their curriculums to meet the 
changing needs of the profession. As the professional curriculum undergoes change in 
response to changes in the profession, ongoing research is important and necessary to make 
certain that selection processes continue to be appropriate. 
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Olen1 2(W .... ..... .. ... .......... .. ..... ....... QuantiUlli\·C' An31)'si:-......... ...... ........... ... ..... ........... .......... ... ........... (4, 
Chern ;lU5. 3U6 .... .. ......... .. .. ........... 0r~anic C'herniSlI)· ..... .............. ........ ........................ ...... ... .......... . ( 101 
Phys 205, :206. 20M ........... ............. Gencr ... 1 Phy~ics .. ...... .. ....... .... .... ............. .... .. ... .... ... .. ..... .... ...... .. .. . ( 1:2) 
PhY' ;I 17 ........................................ Mechanie, ........ ... ...... .......... ........ .. ... ......................... ................ ..... ( 3) 
Phy!<> 490 ................... .. ................... SpcC'iol Pnlblems .... .... .... ................ .. ...... ................. ..... ... .. .... ..... .... (21 
Phys 42H ... .. ...... .......... .. ... .............. Mooem Physics L.abor.uoT)· .......... .... ..... ......... ...... ..... .......... ..... ..... (2) 
Bioi lUI . IO IL ... .. .. ... .. .... .... .. .. .. .. . .lntroducliun Itl Riuhl1!y ...... ............ .......................... ... .. ... .. ............ (41 
GC('II lUI . IO:! ... .. .... .... .. .... ....... .... .. Gener ... l GClllugy.Pllysil' :.1I and Historic.d .................... ............. ..... (XI 
Ma,h ~Il. ~12. 2D .... .... ... ............ Calculu, t.lI . til .................. .. ...................................................... , 
College of Arts and Sciences 
B.s. WITH MAJOR 11'\ PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
RequircntC'nls the same a~ abuw under U.S.ED. dC'gn.:C'. except thaI insh:ad of thl' CTL requirements 1111. 
Levc:ll" prtlfil'ICOl'~ in a I'nrt iJ!1l J an~ua!!C' i)o required. 
Physical Therapy 
(PT) 
T. Mohr (Chair), Johnson, Keck, Mabey, P. Mohr, and Simunds 
The Depanment of Physical Therapy offer> the clinically oriented. rural emphasb. 
entry level Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.). The professional educational component 
of the M.P.T. requires three academic year> and one summer session beyond the pre-
physical thempy preparation. 
Physical Therapy is an allied health profession open to both men and women. Physical 
therapists are involved in the evaluation and treatment of many types of disabilities. They 
arc employed hy hospitals . rehabilitation centers . nursing homes. school systems. 
community health agencies . and in private practice . 
The first two yea" of the following curriculum are considered to he pre-Physical 
Therapy. The professional educational component nf Ihe M.P.T. will require three 
academil' yea" and one summer session fullowing cumpletion of the 63-71 credits pre· 
physical therapy entrance' rC4uiremcnts. The curriculim requires that the student take 3 to H 
semester credit, in electi\'e ClIursework. and 63 credit, of required courses. The Depanmenl 
advises students \(I consider elective courses in the areas of psychology. management. 
principles of education ur special education. or the specific Rehahilitation Services ('on· 
central ion in (he Dcpanmcnt of S(x:iOlI Wurk. Berun.' iJ Mullenl can make applica tion inw the 
professional pro~ram . ALI. the course work listed for the pre· PhYSical Therapy poninn 
must be completed or underway. Specifically. PhYSIOlogy 301 and Anatomy 204 must be 
completed prior to selection. Once that c(Jursew("k is ncar completion. the student must 
make application for the prolessional pro!!ram through the Deparlment of Physical 
Therapy. WyomlOf residents and WleHE-eligihle student~ must apply hy invitation of 
lIND· I'T throufh the Wie HE ceniliclllion process. Selected out-of-stale sludent. may Ill' 
cligihl!- for PhYSIcal Thcrapy Indi\' idual Independent ('nntracts (PTIIC); inquiry should be 
addre'''',1 t .. th,' Admi"inn, (',."d inat'" al IIND·PT. lIND-PT does not aecept applica. 
lilln!'> lUI III,· pruh:!\:-'Ulllal pfUl!nlm Irum any ulhl"r IHIHll -Matl' camJidatc!\ unlc!oo!<. 1IlL')' have 
clllnpleted all of the pre . p:r. cnursework at UND. Nunh Dakllta resid~nts are strongly 
enclluraged to spend at least one ycar in pre-P: r. at UND. Applications must be made to 
the Depanment no later than March I of the year the · siudent wishes to enter the 
professional progmm. 
Acceptance into Physical Therapy is on a competitive basis. with the major detemlin-
ant being the basic science grade point average . The basic science grade point average is 
defined as: biology (8 semester hours). chemistry (8 semester hours). anatomy (3 semester 
hours). physics (8 semester hours). psychology (7 semester hours - including Intro and 
Developmental). and physiology H s~mester hours). Reference letters. a personal inter-
view. and other personal qualifications are also considered prior to final acceptance into 
the professional program. Acceptance by the Office of Admissions of the University of 
Nonh Dakota d~s not constitute acceptance into the professional program in Physical 
Therapy. 
Once accepted. all students in the professional program must attain a letter grade of at 
least "c" in their major courses in order to continue in the program. No student will be 
allowed to complete the full-time clinical affiliati'on during Semester I of the second year 
unless he/she has received at least a grade of "c" in each of the major coursework 
classes. 
Students who have been accepted into the professional program in P.T. and who have 
successfully completed professional education years 0 I and 02 and the summer session 
belween those years will be automatically advanced into Graduate School for professional 
year 03 upon completion of the GRE. completion of a UND Graduate School application 
form. submission of all undergraduate transcripts to the Graduate School. and submission 
of a letter of endorsement from the Chair of Physical Therapy. This advancement in status 
of the physical therapy student assures the students that they will not be placed in double 
jeopardy. 
Advancement to Candidacy for the M.P.T. degree is a formal procedure and can be 
granted only after a student in Approved Status has met cenain academic requirements. To 
be advanced to candidacy. the following requiements must be met in approximately the 
following sequence: 
I. Completion of the equivalent of one semester of full-time work (12 semester 
credits) 
2. A GPA of at least 3.00 for all work attempted. 
3. The appointment of an Advisor. The Advisor. who must be a member of the 
Graduate Faculty from the Depanment of Physical Therapy. will be appointed by the Dean 
upon written recommendation of the Chairperson of the Physical Therapy Depanment. 
Until the Advisor has been appointed. the Chairperson of the Depanment will serve as the 
temporary Advisor. 
4. Approval of a Program of Study for the degree on a form available from the 
Graduate School. The program. which should be developed in consultation with the 
Advisor. shall carry the approval of the student. the Advisor. and the Chairperson of the 
Depanment. and shall be submitted to the Dean of the Graduate School for approval. 
Inclusion of a minor in the program of stUdy will necessitate obtaining the signed approval 
of the Chairperson of the minor depanmenl. 
5. Approval of a topic for the Independent StUdy by ha\'ing the Advisor sign the 
"Outline of Independent Study" form and submilting the Outline and three copies to the 
Graduate Office become pan of the record. 
The student and the Advisor will be notified in writing by the Graduate School of the 
advancement to Candidacy. Students should complete all requirements for advancement to 
Candidacy prior to the semester in which they plan to graduate. . 
~ 
W 
StUllenis 111IISI apply for award of Ihe M.P.T. degree at the heginning of Ihe semesler 
or SUlmllCr session in which the degree will he ;JwanJeu (failure to grauuatc neccssitates 
reap!,licalion). Applicalion lIIusl he made at Ihe Graduale Schol,1 Ornce on the form 
provided by Ihe deadline noted in Ihe Acauemic Calenuar. In order for stuuenls to be 
placeuon Ihe grauualion lisl li.e .. 10 have Iheir "Applicalion lilr Degree'· accepteu by Ihe 
Graulwte School) and 10 he digihk 10 receive Ihe Masler til' Physical Therapy Degree. 
Ihey lIIusl he in Approveu slatus or have heen auvanceu 10 Canuiuacy for Ihe uegree no 
later than Ihl.! hcg.inning of the "el1lCSlcr or 'iummer session in which they expect to 
graduate. 
,\lkr Ihe stude III ma~es applicalion t'lIr the Jegree. the Graduale OftiL:c checks Ihl.:' 
rCL:oru 10 ell:-.lIl'C the stUlJcnt ha:-. h":cll "J\,alu.:cJ '0 CallJh.Jacy for Ihe M.P.T. anu is in gl)oJ 
stanuing. The e1igihililY of Ihe slUuelll 10 procecu with the grauuation process will be 
ccnilied anu the Final Repon f<>rlll wiff he selll to Ih,· Auvisor apprmimatelY six weeks 
hl!furc g.raduation. 
Sluuents in Ihe professional program should be aware Ihat there arc special 
requirelllenis lilr dinical uniforms anu professional liability insurance Ihat IIIUSI be mel 
prior 10 any dinical contact wilh paliellls. The stuuent will also he responsible fur travel. 
housing. amI food COSIS. in auuilion to the paymelll of regular tuilion. uuring the full·lime 
dinical affiliation st!mcsters~ the majority of these affilialion sites arc at geugraphic 
localions oth~r Ihan Ihe Cily of Grand Porks. 
The facuhy reserves the right 10 place on professional probation or to caned Ihe 
registralion of any student in Physical Therapy whose perfonnance in Ihe classroom or Ihe 
clinic is unsatisfactory . 
School of Medicine 
MASTER OF PHYSICAL THERAPY (Degree awarded hy the Graduate School) 
(;":n..:r:11 Gr:.u..luOitiun RC4uirc:mcnis . .... ce p;lges .':!·-IO. 
II . The Fllllllwing Curriculum: 
Pre·Physic;11 TherOlPY 
Engl 101. 102.......... . ........ Cumpo~lIinn I. 
Ans OInd Humanilies ............... ................................................... ( 1:, 
Bini 101. In:! .............. . .. Introductiun tll Biulogy ............................... . ... .. ............................ (81 
Chem 105. IOb .............................. Gc::m:ral Chc:mistry t. II (Qual. Analysis) ...................................... (8) 
Sue 101 ......................................... lnlnxJUl.:tiull (0 5ndology lur JPprovc:d substituh!') .. .. .................. . (~1 
Psy IOl .......................................... lnlrodul'tiun til Psychol0f!y ............................................................ I~1 
Phys 101. JO::! ................................ lnlnxluction Iu Cullc::gc: Ph)''iics .......... .... ....................................... I:il 
Anal :C)...l .. ...................................... Anaulmy fur P<lrallll!dical Persunnel ...... .... .... ......... ............ .......... (3) 
Phy .'t01 . .... ..... ... ... ............. ........ ... :vt..:chani .... s of Human Physiolog} . ......... .................................. ...... I-li 
CilIUm 161.................. .. .. Fundal1l\.·nl;11s \)1' Puhlic Spc;lkin~. ................ .. ................... ( 
I''iY ::; l .......................................... [)\!\·c:ll1jlmcntal PSydl\llllgy .... .. .................................................... 1 
1'1' IUI ........................................... Oricnlalltln lol'hysiL'al'fhc:rap}, .... .. .............................................. ( II 
EleL'livc:s Irc4uirc:dl .......... ......................................... .. ... ............ (3-:i) 
Profl'SSional Program - Physical Therupy 
PT .'tU9 • • ' 10 ........... ....... ................ M.:dical SdeOl:':s I. II. 
PT .' 11 .......................... ................. Orientalil)O <Jnd ElhiL's 
PT J 1! ........................................... Puhli.: ikalth and Medk,,1 Lcgal Aspects ..................................... ( II 
PT 3 J -I ........................................... B;lOdOiging. As~pli..: and Isnlalilln T .:chni4ues .... .. .. .. ..................... (::! I 
PT 31~ ........................................... T c:chni\.lues I: Th..:ory and Tc::chniqur.:s Mas:.agl! .......... .. ................ (:!1 
PT 319 ........................................... TcL'hniLJu.:s II: ThCllry and TCL'hniLJuc!): 
Themlu, Pholo, Hydrolherapy ......................... ....................... .. ...... . (-1.) 
P'f J:!U .......................................... Rl!sc::arch I: Research ~1.:lh(>tJs ....................................................... I:!1 
P'T .,::!::! ............................... ............. ~natonl) ftlr Physical Th.:rJPy . ........................................ ............. (~I 
P.sy J111 .......................................... Abnonllal Psychlllogy .................................................................... (Jl 
P1' ~ 11 ........ ............................ ....... Rchabilitatiun Prl'lCcdures ............................... ........................... .... (31 
PT -I 1.:! ........................................... MuM:lc:: funcliun in Hr.:ahh and Disl!ase ........................................ (4l 
1l1enry <J1I1I l'edlllltiliC III" 'Illl'rapc"lle E).cn:l-.c: I: 
~'Ihlllly · Slrcngll, · 1~IllJllr~III1.:C ... 
JllCliry ;wd Tcdlllll{uc "rThcr~Pculie 1~;u:rcl-.c: II: 
Mu ... dc Cunlm1 ilnd CoonlinOilinn ............ .. ... . 
,J, 1'1' ·111.. 
1'1' ~I~. 
.. 13' 
PT~I1.. ........................ .. l'henry :md Technique "f'n,cr<Jpc:ullc EXf!rCl~ III: 
·re ... ls and ~casurClllcnls-Spccializcd Excrcl....c ..... . .. ........ (3) 
PT -I 19 .......................................... Tcchni4ucs III: 'n,eury and TCL'hniquc uf F.ICL'lmlhcr.Jpy 
and Elcclnxliagnusis .................................................. .. ............... .(2) 
IYf 421 .................... .. ............ ........ Administr.uuln - Phy ... ical·n,crapy . ......................... ... ................... (1) 
PT -I2.t ................. ......................... !'lcurusciem:c fur Physical·n,CrJpy. .............. .. ...................... ... .(3) 
PT 4M2........ .. ........ . ..... ............ t·linic I: Clinical Pr.Jcticc ........................ ..... ........ ·.·. · .. ·· .. ···· ......... (14) 
. ................................................. (1·41 
Illerapy ..................................... ( 1·41 
.ility ............ ............................ ... ···(2] 
.................................. .................... (1: 
............................................. (3: 
IliIIO .. .. ................ ... ............... ······· .. (3: 
on/Sofl Tissue Trealmcnl.. ...... .. .. .(2: 
Jvider.; ................ .. ....... ...... ........... (2 
...................................................... (2 
,Iration ........ ....... ................... ........ (2 
lfC ()elivcry ........................... ....... (2 
,alional Medicine .......................... (! 
.................... .................................. (2 
n ....................................... ···· .. ·· .. ···(2 
PT S38 ........................................... Advanced Pediatrics Assessment and Trcaunenl Techniques ....... (2) 
PT 549 ........................................... Advanced Applied AnalOmylClinical Kinesiology . ...................... (2) 
PT 552 .................................. .. ....... Clinic II: Clinical Praclice ........................................................... ( 14) 
'PT 561 .......................................... Seminar: Physical Thempy ......................................................... ( 1-1) 
PT 5b2 ........................................... Rcadings: Physical Thempy . ...................................................... ( 1·3) 
PT S70 ........................................... Patienl Education Techniques - Physical Therapy ........................ (2) 
PT 572 ........................................... Teaching E.p.:nence in Physical Thempy ................................. ( 1-1) 
P'T S82 ........................................... lnstrumenlation for Physical Therapy ...................... ...... .............. .. (2) 
'PT 590 .......................................... Dirccled Siudies/Clinical Concep" ....................................... ... ( 1·12) 
PT900 ............................... ............ Conlinuing Education Workshops in Physical Thempy ............. (I.H) 
PT 996 ......... .................................. Conlinuing EnrollmenllPhysical Thempy ................................. (Arr.) 
'PT 991 ........ .................................. Research III: Indep.:ndenl Siudy Report ................................... (Arr.) 
• Core courses in M.P.T. GradUlllC Component Miniumum of 32 credit ... 
The required courses will sequence io Ihe following pattern: 
Professional Year 01 - Fall SemeSier (16 cr.) 
PT 309 ........................................... Medical Sciences 1 ........................................................................ ·(3) 
PT 311 ........................................... Orienl.,ion and Elhics ................................................................... ( I) 
PT 314 ........................................... Bandaging. Aseplic and Isolation Techniques ............................... (2) 
PT 318 ................... .. ...................... Techniques I: Theory and Technique of Massage . ........................ (2) 
PT 322 ........................................... Analomy for Physical Thempy ...................................................... m 
P'T .. 23 .......... .......... ................ ....... Neuroscience for PhysiL'ul Therapy ............................................. .. l3) 
Professional Year 01 - Spring Semester (17 cr.) 
PT 310 ........................................... Medical Sciences 11 .................................................... · .... ·· .... · ...... ··(3) 
PT 312 ............................... .. .......... Public Heallh and Medical Legal Asp.:clS ..................................... ( I) 
PT 319 ........................................... Techniques II: Theory and Technique of 
. Thcrmo-Photo-Hydrotherapy .......... .............. .. ............................... (4) 
P1' 320 ................................ ........... Rcscarch I: Research MClhods ....................................... ·· ··.· ........ ··(2) 
PT .. 12 ........................................... Muscle Funclion in HCJllh and Disease ............... ........ .. .... ..... ...... (4) 
PT 4IS ........................................... Theory and Tcchique of Therdp.:ulic Exercise Il: 
Muscle Conlrol and Coordination ................. : ............................... (3) 
Professional Year 01·02 - Summer Session (8 cr.) 
PT 413 ........................................... Thc:ory aOlI Technique ofTherapc:ulic Exercise I: 
Mobilily .Slrenglh.Endumnce ....................................................... (3) 
PT -I17 .......................................... . Thcory and Tc:..:hnique of Thcrapeutic Exercise III: 
Tests and MI!Ol.'\uremenls - Specialized Exen:i~ . ....................... (3) 
~ 
~ 
PT ·II'I ... .Techl1i'iue~ III: '1111:ury :11111 TedHII'luc III 
1 ~ 1cc.:lrt )lhl'rapy ;Iml Elcclrtklial!J1tJsis 
I'rnrcs!<oinnal Ycar 02 _. hili SClI1c)'lcr (Ih cr, I 
1'1" -Ut2" ...... , .... ,......... . ... . l .' linlc I : (:Iinic:t l 
I'T ~.J4 ................... ............. . 
I'rufessiullal Year 1)2 .- Sprin~ Semester II ~·17 cr. ) 
• Studenl musl cnmp!clc GHE and ,\pplic:!liulI tll eND (jr.tduatc St.·hhol during Ihis . ...:mcsler. 
I~' 
IYf -t II ...... ......... .. .. ....................... Hchahilil.Jlinn PrtloCetiures. .... ..... .......... .. . .. .. ,.(.l) 
PT .. 21 .......... ... ....... ........... .. .. . Adminislfatilln . Physil'al 'nlcrJpy .. . . ............ 11 ) 
PT .W3 .. . .. .. , .. .... .. . Jl.;ychulugk·al,\ spccts of Di,ahiliIY.... .... ............ ... .. ... 1:1' 
1''1' )2~ .. .. Tec.:hllill"l· .. IV : Clinical Evaluatioll .. ... . .. 01 
1'1' y!h .... .. . .. T,·dulltllll·S V: Juint ~uhlll/allllll/Slln I'i"ue Tn·:lllIIeOl . .. .. I!' 
.,SY .nll .. , .... , ... Ahnltllnal P'Yl'hl,II'gy ......... ................. .. .... .. .1.\1 
I'T .$1)4 ......... . ...... .... .... Kt.:!<oc:!rch II: Clinic:11 CIIO!'crellce & Papt'r .......... (1) 
Pruli!ssiunal Year U:' - fall Scmesler I 13-10 cr.! 
CfL 515 .................... .. ................. Stali!<olics ....... . ...................................................................... I J I 
PT 561 .................................. ..... .. .. Scminar. Physical ·l11crJpy. '........... ..... .. .., II) 
• PT 590 ............. ...................... . , ... ... Direc.:t..:d StudiesiClinical Cl,)ncepts ....... .... , ............. , ... , .. ......... r 1- 121 
Electivc:s ... .. ...... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ..... .............................. ........................... ............................. .............. .. .. .. 19·11) 
Pmfes!'iinnOlI Year 0.1- Spring Semcstcr (16I.T.1 
PT 552 ................. .......................... Clinic II: Clinical PrJctice . ...... ...... ............ .. .. ...... ........... .... ..... 17- 1-t1 
PT 590 ..... .. .................................... Directed Studies/Clinical Cuncc:pts ......................................... 11 · 121 
PT 997 ............................. ......... ..... Rcscorch III ...................................... .... .... ........ ....... ..... ....... ........... (21 
Courses 
lUI . Orientation to Physical Thrrapy. 1 credit. Overview uf the tielullf rehahilit'llion. Survey l,f the 
rull! o( the phy~icOlltherapi!'it. Film~. ICCIUfC5. and observOllinn in clinkal settings. 
309J 10. ~trdlC'D1 Sciences I, II .. , crcuils. J cn:uit!'i. Prc~quisite:Regi!lih:~d in Pro(es!'iionOlI PhysicOlI 
Thr.!r:lPY Curriculum. DiscOlSC gruups discus~u frum all aspects nf comprehensive rchabilit:'.IIion. Induded arc 
chronic illness. ncurulng;cOll and unhopetJic condit inns. gener:.11 medicine and surgery. pediOltrics. geriatril's. 
and sensory disabilitie!i. 
311 . Orlenlatlon :md Ethics. I cretlit. Prerequisite: Registered in Profes~ional PhY!lical Therapy 
Curriculum. Orientation to the clinic with emphasis on preparJtion uf the patient for Iherapy. Professional 
(Ihics and professional literature will also be uiscussc:d. LaburOllory. 
312. Public HraUh and Medical Legal Aspects. 1 credit. Prerequi!iite: R~gislC!red in Profe!lsionOlI 
Physical Ther:lpy Curriculum. Discussion o( the role of the Physical Therapist in th..: public health lield. with 
i.\llenlion to various state and (cderJI hcalth prugrams. Issues of lic.:ensure. documentali"n. legal liahililY are 
:Jduresscd. 
314. Bandaging, A!irptic and lsolalion Techniques. 2 credits. Pren:quisilc: Reglslercu in Profl'~sional 
Physic 011 ThcrOlpy Curriculum. The theory and pr;Jctice of mcdical. aseptiC and isolation teChniques and 
principlcs of hand aging. taping. 3nu splinting are tliscusscd and prJcticeu. Laboratory. 
318. Techniques I: Theory ilnd Trchnique of Massage. 2 cretlits. Prerequisite: Rcgistt:red in 
Prtlfc~sional Physical Therapy Curriculum. Theory and lechniquc IIf the applicatit"n of rcmediOlI nla~~OIge in 
Physical TherJpy. LahuralOry. 
319. Technlqurs II: Thl.'Ory Dnd Technique o( Thermo--Pholo·Hydrothrrapy. 4 credils. Pn:rcquisite: 
Regis(ered in Prufessional Physic<ll Therapy Curriculum. Theory OInd application of various hyurolh(rJPY. 
pholotherOlpy. and thermotherapy nllx);l.lities in Physical Th..:rapy, inclutling hC!at . lighl~ sound. and water. 
LaborJIory. 
320. Ruearch I: Research Method!. 2 credits. Prerequisih:: Registered in Profess ionOlI Physical 
Therapy Curriculum. Leelurcs and pmclicc in Ihe: proper use or rC5carch de:sign. source: mOlerial. c:lenlcnl:!ty 
statistics. and scicnlific mOlnuscript prepatiltion. 
31~. Anatomy for Physical Therapy. 5 credils . Prcrt!quisitr: Registered in ProfessionOlI Physical 
Ther:lpy Curriculum. Detailed lectures anu demonstratiuns on neuroanatomy and in an;Jtomy ('Ii the 
e""remicics. Laborntory. 
411 . Rehabilltalion Procedures. 3 erediu. Prerequisitc: Registered in Professional Physical Thernpy 
Curriculum. Theoretical and practical :lpplic;lIion or principlcs used in activities ot' daily living as the)' relOlte 
to the patien( and his disability. ubomtory. 
412. Muscle Function In Health and Disuse. 4 credits. Prercquisite: Regislered in Prof~ ssionOlI 
PhysicOlI Therapy Curriculum. Revi~w or museulalUrc ac.:ting on the! e"lremities ;Jnd trunk. Oriental ion to 
ralll'tn' "I' 1II11sl.'le :ll'f!UlI WI'" 1I,'IHIlItlIl'Clilaf III\,II"·C IIII.·III. Thl'ury alltl h~chllltltlc, III lIlu .... 1c Icslll l~ :11111 JIIIIlI 
1II1111111/:llllIn.l..ahc,r:lltlry. 
·1 I.\. Thl'ory and TCl'hlli'lliC IIr Thcrapl'utic E:u:rdsc I: \1l1hillly.St-:cnKth.Endurancc. , crl'dils. 
Pn.'requi!<oilc: KCt!l slcrl'd in Pruft.:'~lunal I'hY'll';11 ThemflY t"urril.'ululH. l.el'lIuc :lIId lahoralury wmk 111 
111I:rapl' ulic t.:xcfl'i!<oe In il1l"fc:I!<oc anll mainla," lIIt1hiliIY . 'Irl-n~lh . and endurance in Ihe hU111:111 hotly . 
l ':lhm;th.ry. 
H~ . Thl'ury :tnd Tc,.-hnitIUl· uf Therapl"uli(" Excrdse II : Cunlrul a nd l'unrninOlrJun . . ' ,:redils, 
fircn:tlui, ilc: nt.:gbteretl in IJrure~s nmill PhY!<olc:11 Therapy Curriculum. Lec.:lure and Ii.lhur:llury wl)rk tn 
Iherapl'ul ll' e"' .... n:isc III t.'.;r:lhli:.h and maintatn J1\u .,cular ctllllrul .lIId ctlllrdinallllll. indutling musde r~ · 
edul·:ltilm. facllilalllUl. r~I"",,,'illO, l':lht,r.ttllrv. 
~ 17 . Theury and Tc".-hnicIUt u( Th~'r01p~util' E~crcise III : Tests und \1t·usuremcnts . .1 Cfc:tlils. 
Prt.:ll·qui,itl!: Kl'}! i!'lll'rcil to I'rnfe .. ,itlnal (lh:'-';lc:l1 TlIl'r :IPY ('urrkulllln. 'ipccllic phy\lcal Ihl'r;IPY ItSI .. . 
lIIe:I!<oUI,'menls. ;111.1 C\laIU:llilill 'l'~hflIlIUl" ,dall'lJ In the lIlu",:ulu~kclcl;t1 .lOti nClirulll).:ic;tI !'ly .. ICIII .. . 
l.ahc)(alt.ry. SS 
~I') . Technhlues III: Thl..'l)ry :.nd Tl'chnilltlc ur Eleclrnlhl..'rapy and EI«trudiaJ(nosis • .2 credils . 
Prerequ i,it~: Reg isll!reli in Ptnfcssiunal Physil'al 'nlcr:lpy Curric.:ululII, Thcury and JPplk:llll1n of Ihcrapt!ulic 
dcclrkal cum:nls. hillfcedhac.:k. c!cctrumytlgraphy. and nerve t.·unductinn \,e hlcity in physical therapy . 
l..aboratury. SS 
-I:!1. Admlnistrallon - Physic ... 1 Thcr.lpy. I t.:redit. Prerequisite: J~cgislcrt!d in Pmfessinn:!1 Physical 
llh:rapy CUfflculum. L.l!clUres and di scu .. !<oiun \,1' adminisrraltun pruccdures ;1 .. they arply In Ihe Physic:!l 
Thcrapy Dcpanmcnl. 
~23. Neuroscirncr ror PhysiC31 Therapy. J credils. Prerequisih:: Rcgblereu in Profe!<osional PhysiL-al 
TherOlPY Curriculum. Slructur~ :tnd funl'linn of Ihe human nerv<Hls 'y .. t~m including clinical :lpplic<lliun 
relc\,OInt 10 physicallht!ral"Y pr<lctice. 
~K:! , Clinic I: Clinical Pracllce. I~ l'redits, Prerequisite: R .... gi!<oterc:d in Pmf~ssional Physic31 Therapy 
Curriculum. Full·time clinical prJc.:rice in scleclc:d hnspit;ll affiliations ( 18 wceks I. in ;lntl OUI of City of GrJnd 
Forks. 
-tl)(). Special Topics. 1-4 credits. Prcrequisile: Registered in Professional Physica l Theropy Curriculum. 
Introductiun and invcstigatiun of :Idv;lnccd din ic31 prnccdur('s and lopics. Tupics di scussed will he: tliclOlled 
by student OInd faculty interests. 
491. Independent Siudy In Physico I Therapy. I--t credit~. Prerequisite: Regislrred in Profession:ll 
PhysicJI Therapy Curriculum. RCSC;lrch and intl~pcOlJent stutly in a spC:cialized arra of PhysicOlI Therapy. 
~'J3 . Psychn1os::lcDI As(>«ls o( Disubilily. 2 credils. PrerC!4uisi te: Psy 11)1. Psy 251. Psy :no. andlor 
equivah:nts. :.IOcJ cnns..:nt nt' inslruclor. Readin~s ;.IOU uiscu .. sion course. Study of psychological coping 
mechanisms. reactions and mtltivalional factor.; peTtinenl In Ihe disahlC!d. Review uf adjuslment problems 
unique 10 !'ipccific diSOlbilities OInW'nr disease processes. including the lerminally ill. S 
494, Rest8rch II: Clinical Paper. I crctlil repcatahlc tn 2. 'Prerequisite: Regislcred in Pro(ession:!1 
Physic;J1 Thernpy Curriculum. Prc-pOlrntion of case study andlor papc:r on a clinicallopic. F.S 
525. Techniques IV: Clinical Evalualion. 3 creuils. Prerequisite: Reg:istered in Professional Physical 
Therapy Curriculum. Specific clinic:l1 e\'OIluation techniques including neurological test ing. soft tissue: 
:lsses~ment. joint mobility. :lnu relalecJ wrillen dOl.'Umc:nl:ltion of results. 
5:!6. Techniques V: Joint :\-1obillz:lllonlSofi Tis. .. ue Trealment. 2 crcuils, Prerequi ~ite: Registereu in 
Pru(cssional Physical ThcrOlpy Curriculum. FUOlbmenlOlls of c;(tr\!mity and spinOlI mobiliz:lIion. and 
Ic!chniques of sO(ltissue trcatmen!. 
S~O. Health Low for Heallh Care Prm·iders. 2 creuits. Discussion and rCOIt.iines counr relevant to the 
"ordering" "",pability of I",w "'s it rCIOlh!S 10 heOllrh can:. This course "'tldresses Ihe is;ues of qUOIlity of health 
cart!, risk man:lgell1cnt. health planning. OIccess and "networking," tnTt 4uestions. anu contempornry issues 
(hiocthies. AIDS. press relatitlns. drug sereenin~O as they relal~ 10 hcalth law. Emphasis is pl:lced on the 
"continum o( C:ln:" concept. p:.nicularly in rtJr:l1 :uea. .. such as Nonh DakotOl. 
531. Bloelhies. 2 credils. Discussion and reauings course rclevOInt to Ih~ tllpic of hioclhics and its effect 
on health care law. Tupics addressed include procreation. surrogate parenting. dcath and dying (righlto die •• 
'\.10 nol resu!OCiiate" and advanced directives. and "wrongful life" issues. 
532. Current Topics in P.T. Administration. 2 credits. Di~ussion ;lnd rcauings course rclevOInt to 
,:ujmin i!~!r:uive prohlems in physical therapy, Focus un indepentlenl research c"'ploring lopics of t::urrent 
problem areas in P.T. ndminislralion with scminar~IYpc discussiun. 
533. Quailly Assurance In Health Care Delivery. 2 credits. Lecture/discussion an~ seminar (onnal 
used to (''''plore the concepts o(Tolal Quality Managemcnt and Continuous QUOllity Improvement;l.s it impacts 
on the health care uelivery system. Spcci:ll emphasis on the "learning organization:' 
534 . Industrial Rehabilitation/Occupational Medicine. 2 credils. The integr.lIion of medical. 
intlustrial. OInd legOlI points of view in the prevention and management or work relOlled injuries. 
535. Gerontology Seminar. 2 credits . EXOImine the ractors anu (orce5 that OIITcct lire quality in the laic 
years. The physiological . psychological . and :mciological OISPC:ClS of OIging will be!- con~ic.lered. including. those 
innuenccs in Ihe cultural contcxt that enhanCe! and impede continued growth o( thr person. 
-+::> 
U1 
5.17. Slrale~it.'S rur Early InternnliulI, .! I.·redll)'> . l'rere'lul'lle: 1''1' .115. This ( IIIH'I.' j , dl." ' I~IlCII Itl 
review l'urn:nt practil'c., '" early InlerVCl1tllln. ('uur' .... materials will hKIt )'> lin l'har;I!.:tcr"tll''i tIl' JI~ahhng 
l'Clnllit illns 111:11 inl1ucIIl'c gruwlh ;.nll tlcvelllfllllclil III' llIultlr .. kilb. C:CI~rlltillll ;,uuletiul';u iullal de\clupl1lenl. 
EmphasIs will he 1111 l'ullaflllralivc 'c r'lic:c pfllvi .. 11I1I with all illtcrdiM:iplin;try ;J Pprn:n:h. 'fupic , .11~1 ..:uv..:rl' t! 
indud..:: l'urrel1t l)'ostles. asse)'oSlncnt .,1' Ihe chihlJf;lI1l1ly lUlU ;Jnt! h:gi)'ola livc guidcline)'o Itlr ~rVIl'C Prtl\'I, jun. 
5JK. Advanced Pediatrics As."OeS. ... mtnl and Treatment TcchniquL'S . .l credits. Prere4uisile: PT -t 15. 
' ll1i ~ cuurse is trcsigncd In prnvuJc: physic;J1 ther;lpy ,Iullenls with IIppurlunil ies hI colp(urc and Implell1enl 
slandanJi/.c:d ;Jlld crih.!riun-n:fcreoced cvaluatiun inslnHllenis til identify IIc..:d arcas fur trcalrnclli. In additiun • 
.. tudenls will design Irealmen! prugrall1s fur children with disahilities fly integraling currcn! Ihcrapeulic 
techniques with l'flicacy "'Ilidies. 
5"'1. Advanced t\pplitd Anatomy/Clinical Kinesiology. 2 credits. Prerequi .. ilc : Regislerl!d in 
Prnrcssiumll Physicul Therapy Curriculum. Study uf applicd ,malumy and its imp"nanc.:e In rc~arch and 
clinical upplicaliul1, particularly a.\ n:'atcd tl) Physica l ln.:rapy. 
552 . Clinic II : Cllnicoal Pructlcc. 7·14 credit , ... Prerelluis ite: ~egi s t.:red in "mfe, .. si unal PhYSical 
Therapy Curriculum. rull'lime dimcal pral' tice artiliatiun in selected Physil:al ·Jltcrapy prnvider t.:c: nlC:rs . in 
and out tlr City "r Gram.! Furk)'o. Twu ninc-week scgm..:nts. one: ur which will be reluted to student are~ or 
Directed Studies, the Illh..:r .:ither research nr additiunal clinic. 
561. Seminar: Physical Thenpy_ 1--' credits . Prerequisite: Registered in Profess ional Phys ical 
Therapy Curriculum. This course serves 10 focus stud!!nt allentinn toward gr<lduate study In Physical 
Therapy. Eolplon: ami discuss areas or interest rur stud.:nl and r<lcuhy. May repeal to'" credits maolimum. 
562. Readings: Physical Therapy. 1-4 credits . Prerequi si te: Registered in Professional Physical 
Therapy Curriculum. Revi.:w or currenl literature pertinent to Physical Thcrapy ~ critical eolamiruuion or 
design. cuntcnt. and validity of conclusions. 
570. Patienl Education Techniques - Physical Therapy_ 2 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in 
Prores~ional Phys ical Therapy Curriculum. A review of the teaching/learning process wilh emphasis on 
lechniques targeted to enhance patient involvement in their rehabilitation and phy~ical therapeutic processes. 
Thirty hour.; or lecture. di~uss ion. and pmject per semesler. 
572. Teaching Experience in Pbyslcal Therapy. 1-3 credits. Prerequisi te: Registered in Proiessional 
Physic.,1 Therapy Curriculum. Supervised e~pc:rience in UniveBity teaching in Physical Therapy. Projects in 
curriculum develupment. fnrmulation of teaching/leaming objectives, teaching materials, eV.,lualion tools. and 
colperience in ctmlpctency bused learning environment. 
S82 . Instrumentation tor Physical Thenpy. 2 credits. Prerequisile ; Regi slered in Profess ionul 
Physica) Therapy Curriculum. The application or c: ... isting electrical and mechanical instrumentation theories 
;md techniques to research and clinical practice in physicallherapy. 
590. Directed Studies/Clinical Concepts. 1- 12 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in Proressional 
Physical Therapy Curriculum. Individualized study or a p:u1icular area of interest ror the student approved by 
hislher mojor ~dvisor and super'liscd by preceptors with specially and/or recognized upcrtise in the area or 
interest. Siudy may include libr:uy research, clinical research. discussion/seminars. projects and directed 
clinical experience. Serve as the basis ror PT 997: Independent Study Report. 
990, Continuing EducaOoD Workshops In Physical Therapy, 1· 8 credits. Prerequisite: Registered in 
Profession;!) Physical Therapy Curriculum. Credit in Physical Therapy may be granted ror workshops, 
conferences. institutes. or other types of shon-tenn activities, provided they have been approved for credit by 
the Ch;!irpcrson of Physical Therapy. Written report or the ilctivity is required. A one-week work!-hop shall 
carry no more than one semester hour of credit 
996. Continuing EnrolimentIPbysical Education. Credit arranged. Prerequisite: Regislered in 
Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum. Students in Physical Therapy who have previously completed all 
necessary credits ror their approved program or study, but who have not completed PT 997: Rese.1l'Ch III : 
Independent Study Report in Physicallberapy. mU.!i1 register for PT 996 e:1ch additional semester or summer 
session they nre utilizing UND-PT faculty time. All students must be enrolled in either PT 996 or other credits 
the semester or Graduatiun. 
997 . Research nl: IndependeDl Study Report. Credit arranged . Prerequisite:: Registered in 
Professional Physical Therapy Curriculum. The Independent Study Report in PhysicallherJpy is designed 10 
require the student to independently generate il wrille:n report relevant to hi.!ilher Directed StudieYClinical 
Concepts area or inteI"Cst. The topic must be: approved by the student's major ~visor/preceplor. Approval is 
C(fected by completion of the form entitled. "Outline of Independent Study" and submitting the oudine to 
his/her advisnr/preceptor fur ;approval. The Independenl Study is designed to re'luirc the student 
independenlly tu investigate a tupic related to Physical Thc:ropy and tt) Ihe inten:st ur the studenl. lllc: study 
need not be an ()figinal conlribulion to knowledge but may ~ a presentation. analysis. and disc:us.sion of 
infonnation and ideas already in literature. ThI! requirell1c!nt is to ensure that a stud.:nt can invesliJ.!3le a topic 
and urganize a scholarly repon on Ihe investigation. The report should display COI'Tl!CI usage. style. and rormat 
and should be uf a formal ",lIure. The outline should be tln lile in the! Gruduate S-:hool no later th.::a.n th.! end or 






DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
This application form should be completed and returned by March 1 to: 
Department of Physical Therapy 
School of Medicine 
University of North Dakota 
P.O. Box 9037 
Grand Forks, ND 58202-9037 
Transfer Students: Please note requirement for transcript presentation in UND Catalog. This must be done before 
this application can be considered. 
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1. NAME 
(L.4ST) (FIRST) (MIODlE) 
2. PERMANENT 
HOME ADDRESS 
(SI_) (CIty) (Stall) (ZIp~) 
3. MAILING 
ADDRESS 
(SU.) (CIty) (Stata) (Zip~) 
4. TELEPHONE 
NUMBER(S) Home ( Work ( 
5. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
6. NAME OF PARENT 
OR GUARDIAN 
(I.AST) (ARST) (MIODlE) 
ADDRESS 
(SU.) (CIty) (Sial.) (Zip~) 
TELEPHONE 
NUMBER(S) Home ( Work ( 
7. EDUCATION - (Ust in chronological order): 
Dates Diploma 




8. HONORS, AWARDS, SCHOLARSHIPS, MEMBERSHIP IN HONORARY SOCIETIES, ETC.: (If additional space is 
required, please submit separate sheet) 
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9. EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES AND/OR HOBBIES: 
10. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT (Give offices held, if any): 
11. EMPLOYMENT SINCE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION: 
Employer Address Type of Work Dates 
12. GOVERNMENT SERVICE (Civil or military) ______________________ _ 
13. EXPERIENCE(S) RELATED TO PHYSICAL THERAPY: List type of experience (i.e. work, volunteer, observation) 
Name of Facility Type Date(s) Total Hours Duties 
14. REFERENCES: Please give the attached reference forms to three (3) persons who know you and whom you would 
like to use as references. Ask them to return the forms to our office by May 1 (WICHE students within 2 weeks of 
submitting your application). 
I hereby release to the Physical Therapy Admissions Committee my academic records 
including letters of reference for the purpose of consideration of this application. 
(SIgnoILn 01 ~, (0-' 
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The University of North Dakota 
The University of North Dakota (UNO) was founded in 1883 by the Dakota Territorial Assembly, six years 
before North Dakota became a state. The campus, with its twelve colleges, schools, and centers, plus a 
Division of Continuing Education, is located in Grand Forks in the northeastern comer of the state. UNO offers 
more than 100 major fields of study and a variety of degrees at the associate, bachelor's, master's, 
specialist's, and doctoral level. A total enrollment of approximately 12,000 students makes UNO the largest 
postsecondary institution in the Dakotas, Montana, and Wyoming. Approximately 40% of the student body 
lives' in on-campus housing. There are excess of 2700 employees of the University of which nearly 700 are 
full-time faculty members. The campus is spread out over 475 acres with ongoing building programs 
continuing to increase the size of the campus. The Chester Fritz Library, with about two million print and non-
print items, is the largest in North Dakota, and is the University's primary library. Additional facilities include the 
Health Sciences Library within the School of Medicine. Besides medical education, the School of Medicine 
offers graduate programs in anatomy, biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology, physiology, medical 
technology, and physical therapy. 
The City of Grand Forks 
Grand Forks, North Dakota is located in the heart of the Red River Valley of the North. The area around Grand 
Forks is primarily agricultural. The primary crops include potatoes, wheat, and sugar beets. The City of Grand 
Forks has a population of about 50,000 people, and is located approximately 15 miles from the Grand Forks Air 
Force Base which has a population of 14,000. The City of Grand Forks has 2 hospitals and 3 medical clinics. 
Grand Forks has an excellent school system which includes the University of North Dakota, 2 high schools, 4 
junior highs and 15 elementary schools. There are also 3 parochial grade schools. The churches in Grand Forks 
represent over 50 major faiths and most denominations. Grand Forks is served by two major airlines operating 
out of the Mark Andrews International Airport. 
Grand Forks offers an exceptional variety of cultural opportunities including ~heatrics, art exhibits and museums~ 
The Chester Fritz Auditorium on the UNO campus brings in national and international top-name performers. As 
for recreational opportunities, Grand Forks has 35 parks, 4 golf courses,S ice arenas, as well as public swimming 
pools and tennis courts. The Grand Forks area also offers excellent fishing and hunting. 
The Physical Therapy Department 
The physical therapy program at UNO was established in 1967, and was first accredited by the American 
Physical Therapy Association in 1970. The Department, of Physical Therapy offers a five-year curriculum leading 
to the Master of Physical Therapy (M.P.T.) degree. Acceptance into the program is on a competitive basis, with 
the major determinant being the basic science grade point average. At present, the Physical Therapy program 
accepts 48 students per year. Thirty four of those students are accepted through the UNO admissions process. 
The additional 14 students are selected from WICHE states through direct contracts between the UNO Physical 
Therapy Department and those states. 
The Physical Therapy Department is staffed by eight full-time faculty members. All of the faculty members are 
registered physical therapists with graduate training. Along with their teaching responsibilities, the present 
faculty are also engaged in ongoing part-time clinical practice. The Physical Therapy Department is a separate 
department within the UNO Medical School and is located in the Medical Science North building. The Physical 
Therapy Department contains the student classrooms, a laboratory area, a research facility, as well as several 
study areas and lounges for the students' use. The faculty are involved in research activities including muscle 
strengthening, blood flow analysis, electrical stimulation, functional outcomes, EMG, and physical therapy 
treatment efficacies. In addition to the regular curriculum, students are given the opportunity to carry on their 
own research activities. 
At present, there are 165 clinical affiliation sites, the majority of which lie outside the greater Grand Forks area. 
APPENDIXC 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA 
School of Medicine 
Department of Physical Therapy 
Personal Reference Request 
Name of Applicant __________________________ _ 
Applicant Please Sign 
I hereby waive the right to read the information in this letter and request that it remain confidential. 
Applicant's Signature Date 
Your name has been given as a reference by the above named applicant to our Physical Therapy 
program. Please rate the applicant based on the characteristics listed and the rating scale 
provided. Circle where on the scale you rate the student (1 being the lowest and 9 being the 
highest). If you do not have information on a particular characteristic, please circle N/A. 
CONCERN FOR OTHERS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
QUALITY OF WORK 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
TIME UTILIZATION 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
RELIABILITY 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
INITIATIVE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
APPEARANCE 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
COMMUNICATION 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
LEADERSHIP 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 9 8 7 6 5' 4 3 2 N/A 
MATURITY 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 N/A 
Brief Comments About Applicant: 
How long have you known the applicant? 
In what capacity did you know the applicant? _________________ _ 
Printed Name ____________ Signature ____________ _ 
Position ___________________ Date ________ _ 
Address _____________________________ ___ 
Mail this form directly to the Physical Therapy Department, School of Medicine and Health Sciences, 
University of North Dakota, P.O. Box 9037, Grand Forks, ND 58202-9037 
UniYllfSiry 0/ Nom Oalto/a Prinbng Center 
APPENDIXD 
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L...EXPEDITED REVIEW REQUESTED UNDER ITEM (NUMBER[S]) OF HHS REGULATIONS 
_EXEMPT REVIEW REQUESTED UNDER ITEM __ (NUMBER[S]) OF HHS REGULATIONS 
PRINCIPAL 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW FORM 
FOR NEW PROJECTS OR PROCEDURAL REVISIONS TO APPROVED 
PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 
INVESTIGATOR: Renee Mabey. Chantel Helling Sherry Sisneros. Christine Thorne TELEPHONE: (701) 777-2831 DATE: March 16. 1999 
ADDRESS TO WHICH NOTICE OF APPROVAL SHOULD BE SENT: Dept. PT. Box 9037. Grand ForKs NO 58202 
PROPOSED 
SCHOOUCOLLEGE: University of North Dakota DEPARTMENT: Physical Therapy PROJECT DATES: 3/16/1999 - 6/112000 
(MonthlDaylYear) 
PROJECT TITLE: Predictors of Academic Success in the University of North Dakota Masters of Physical Therapy Program 
FUNDING AGENCIES (IF APPLICABLE): None 
TYPE OF PROJECT (Check ALL that apply): 
DISSERTATION OR 
.lL NEW PROJECT CONTINUATION RENEWAL THESIS RESEARCH _X_ STUDENT RESEARCH 
PROJECT 
CHANGE IN PROCEDURE FOR A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED PROJECT 
DISSERTATIONITHESIS ADVISER, OR STUDENT ADVISER: Renee Mabey Ph.D .. PT 
INVOLVES NON-APPROVED INVOLVES A 
PROPOSED PROJECT: _ INVOLVES NEW DRUGS (IND) USE OF DRUG _COOPERATING INSTITUTION 
IF ANY OF YOUR SUBJECTS FALL IN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING CLASSIFICATIONS, PLEASE INDICATE THE CLASSIFICATION(S): 




MENTALLY DISABLED FETUSES MENTALLY RETARDED 
-X UNO STUDENTS (>18 YEARS) 
IF YOUR PROJECT INVOLVES ANY HUMAN TISSUE, BODY FLUIDS, PATHOLOGICAL SPECIMENS, DONATED ORGANS, FETAL 
MATERIAL, OR PLACENTAL MATERIALS, CHECK HERE 
IF YOUR PROJECT HAS BEENIWILL BE SUBMITTED TO ANOTHER INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD(S),PLEASE LIST NAME OF 
BOARD(S): 
Status: _ Submitted; Date . _ Approved; Date Pending 
1. ABSTRACT: (LIMIT TO 200 WORDS OR LESS AND INCLUDE JUSTIFICATION OR NECESSITY FOR USING HUMAN SUBJECTS. 
The number of qualified applicants far exceeds the number of positions currently available in the 
University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. Due to the number of applicants, the admissions 
committee is provided with the opportunity and the responsibility to be selective in order to ensure that the 
most qualified students are admitted. Identification of possible variables that predict academic success in this 
program must be ascertained in order to determine the correlation between the variable and the level of 
student success. 
The most accessible criteria by which success may be predicted are based on data gathered from the 
student's pre-professional coursework, the location of the coursework, demographic information, letters of 
recommendation, and admission interview scoring. Success in the physical therapy program is defined by 
completion of all program coursework with a grade of 'C' or higher, completion of clinical affiliations with a 
grade of 'C' or higher, and fulfillment of licensure exam criterion. The purpose of this study is to identify the 
strongest predictors of student success in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. 
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PLEASE NOTE: Only infonnation pertinent to your request to utilize human subjects in your project or activity should be included on this 
fonn. Where appropriate attach sections from your proposal (if seeking outside funding). 
2. PROTOCOL: (Describe procedures to which humans will be subjected. Use additional pages if necessary.) 
METHODOLOGY 
Subjects: 
A retrospective study of physical therapy students admitted from 
the years of 1991-1995 (graduation years 1994-1998). 
Instrument: 
Data to be collected has been determined by a literature review and discussion with the University of 
North Dakota Physical Therapy program's faculty members. Data will be collected on a standardized 
data form and department staff will enter the data onto the SPSS program (see appendix). Any 
student information to be analyzed by student researchers will be in a coded form. Only University of 
North Dakota Physical Therapy faculty and staff will have access to subject's names and social 
security numbers. 
Data Analysis: 
Traditional descriptive and analytical statistics will be utilized to describe applicants, outcomes, and 
relationships. An alpha level of .05 will be used to determine significance for all tests. 
Reporting Results: 
Results will be published in an independent study and will be used in making administrative decisions 
in the University of North Dakota's Physical Therapy program. Results will also be utilized for future 
accreditation reports for the Physical Therapy program. 
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3. BENEFITS: (Describe the benefits to the individual or society.) 
Identification of the strongest academic predictors of success in the University of North Dakota's 
Physical Therapy program will allow the admission committee to select students who possess the highest 
. potential for success. Students who succeed in the program have a higher likelihood to remain in the field 
'of physical therapy which in effect will benefit both the profession and society. 
4. RISKS: (Describe the risks to the subject and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. The concept of risk goes beyond physical 
risk and includes risks to the subject's dignity and self.respect, as well as psycho-logical, emotional or behavioral risk. If data are 
collected which could prove harmful or embarrassing to the subject if associated with him or her, then describe the methods to be 
used to insure the confidentiality of data obtained, including plans for final disposition or destruction, debriefing procedures, etc.) 
A potential risk posed by this study involves the possibility of breaching student confidentiality. In 
order to compensate for this risk. actual data transfer from student files.to data format will be done 
by physical therapy staff. 
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5. CONSENT FORM: A copy of the CONSENT FORM to be signed by the subject (if applicable) and/or any statement to be read to the 
subject should be allached to this form. If no CONSENT FORM is to be used. document the procedures to be used to 
assure that infringement upon the subject's rights will not occur. 
Describe where signed consent forms will be kept and for what period of time. 
See following page for Renee Mabey's comments regarding consent form. 
6. For FULL IRS REVIEW forward a signed original and thirteen (13) copies of this completed form. and where applicable. thirteen (13) copies 
of the proposed consent form. questionnaires. etc. and any supporting documentation to: 
Office of Research & Program Development 
University of North Dakota 
Grand Forks. North Dakota 58202-7134 
On campus. mail to: Office of Research & Program Development. Box 7134. or drop it off at Room 105 Twamley Hall. 
For EXEMPT or EXPEDITED REVIEW forward a signed original and a copy of the consent form. questionnaires. etc. and any supporting 
documentation to one of the addresses above. 
The policies and procedures on Use of Human Subjects of the University of North Dakota apply to all activities involving use of Human Subjects 
performed by personnel conducting such activities under the auspices of the University. No activities are to be initiated without prior review and 




Training or Center Grant Director Date 
(Revised 3/1996) 
Chantel J. Helling 
Sherry P. Sisneros 
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I, Christine W. Thorne ,recognize that portions of my independent study may include data, 
questions or processes sensitive to past, current and/or future students of the program. These 
.' . data, questions or processes may also impact the management and success of the Department of 
Physical Therapy. 
I agree to maintain issues of confidentiality regarding data from individual students and of the 
administrative processes. Specific questions asked of me, outside of the published independent 




The information used for this study is routinely available within the physical therapy department 
for administrative purposes. The information is on forms relative to the admissions process and 
progression through the physical therapy professional curriculum. It includes student 
applications, transcripts, and clinical evaluation forms. 
As this information is part of the routine administrative processes, and as this study is relative to 
administration of the program, it is not felt that consent forms from the individual students are 
necessary. It is also recognized that even though the analysis of the data will be performed in 
part by current graduate students, these students will have access to CODIFIED infonnation 
only. In addition, each of the students working with this project will sign a statement of 
confidentiality relative to data from individual student files and administrative procedures. (See 
the addendum.) 
Student files, with inherent identifying features, will only be accessed by current faculty and 
(select) staff within the department. As faculty and (select) staff routinely have access to the 
files for matters arising, it is not felt that analysis of the data is an atypical event, or an event 
outside of routine administrative procedures. 
Reporting of the results, which will be done in a 'public' domai~ via the independent study, will 
have data reported in aggregate, relative to predictors for success and impact on the curriculum. 
No individuals will be identified. 
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NAME Nc'-+ l)eUy dEt1 On S±udc:n+ (' O()tl Entrance Year ____ _ 
I 
State of Residence Home Town _________ GraduationYear ___ _ 
SS# tic { K{ (Ii "-ded Reference Scores Interview Score ___ .,-_ 
DOB Composite Score # hours worked 
-~--- ------
Bi"o1101-1 School Bioi 101-2 Biol101-Course School 
Bio1101L-1 School Bio1101L-2 Bioi 101 L-Course School 
Bioi 102-1 School Bioi 102-2 Bioi 102-Course School 
Bio1102L-1 School Bio1102L-2 Bioi 102L-Course School 
Chern 105-1 School __ .Chem 105-2 Chern 105-Course School 
Chern 106-1 School Chern 106-2 Chern 106-Course School 
Phys 101-1 __ School __ Phys 101-2 ___ Phys 101-Course __ School __ _ 
Phys 102-1 __ School __ Phys 102-2 ____ Phys 1 02-Course __ School __ _ 
Anat 204-1 ___ School Anat 204-2 ___ Anat 204-Course School __ _ 
Phy301-1 __ 
Psy 101-1 __ 
Psy 251-1 ___ _ 
Comm 161-1 
School __ Phy 301-2 ___ Phy301-Course ___ School __ _ 
School __ Psy 101-2 _____ Psy 1 01-Course __ School __ _ 
School __ Psy 251-2 Psy 251-Course __ School __ _ 
School Comm 161-2 ___ Comm 161-Course School __ _ 
Pre-PT CGPA ______ SGPA without replacement ______ with replacement ___ _ 
Years pre-PT: 2 3 >3 9 # lectures repeated ___ _ # times applied ___ _ 
# labs repeated ______ _ 
Anatomy Neuro Muscle Function 
Clinic I Grade Grad Fall GPA Clinic II Grade 
Pass PES: Y N Student Competency & Potential-1 A B C D E F G H 
Student Competency & Potential-2 A B C D E F G H 
Student Competency & Potential-3 A B C D E F G H 
Student Competency & Potential-4 A B C D E F G H 
Student Competency & Potential-5 A B · C D E F G H 
Student Competency & Potential-R A B C D E F G H 
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